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Selected As A Best All Round Kentuckl, Community Newspaper

Murray, Ky., Monday Afternoon, January 10, 1972

We notice the Queen
Elizabeth burned in Hong Kong
and capsized as it was being
outfitted as a floating university. We came home from
England in 1945 on the Queen
Elizabeth
--.- 7'ItiittFasirang person met last
week Br. A.G. Pontaoe,
Psychiatrist who is the director
at Western State Hospital. He isfrom the Philippines.

•

- Sen. Hubert H. Humphrey
formally announced his thifd

y
.

Humphrey was scheduled to
hid f°1* the P
_„,a_
residen
t°da'' fly to Tallahassee, Fla., later in
clang for
v‘
;
‘
,
"""a'''"", re- the day to campaign for votes'
building and rebirth."
in, that state's March 14 priIn a speech prepared for
mary.
.RiChard
Arotiattnur-tard-feeder- over -....141iladelphia's _PDX_
Three other Democratit crib;
Club,a spot favored by wealthy
the weekend, a Downy Wooddidates were in Florida over
Democrats, the 61-year-old junpecker,
Black
Capped
ior senator from Minnesota the weekend.
Chickadees, Juncoes, CarNew York Mayor John Lindsaid his first priority would be
dinals, Blue Jays, Fastarn_,
spoke Sunday to sever
to,end the-Wet in Indoeliiiia. - say
groups in Tampa before flying
Meadowlarks, Red Bellied
The former vice president,
Woodpecker, Sparrows,
to Miami Beach to address the
who lost the Democratic presiGrackles, Robins, Starlings,
Zionist Organization of Amerdential nomination to, John F.
plus some Squirrels.
ica.
Kennedy M.19610 /mite White_
i.surint an appearance in a
House race Richardlkhzon in
Nice rorilYPrgRtinn with Bob
of TaliWo
nes,
ptarixt0 enter-thrAiritur-Alklek
and Ftomana Rowan last night
called for a "coalition or
Pennsylvania presidential priwhile eating an International
left-out people.''
Collet at the Holiday Inn. The
He told the Zionist organ"Our urgent immediate
Aubrey Hatchers were there
ization that the United States
need," Humphrey said, "is to
also and John Erwin was there
must do more to help IsraeL end the war—and to do it now
with some tobacco men. Also
Sen.. Edmund Muskie of
... It is taking Mr. Nixon longMrs. Bill Thurman with some
Maine ended two days of Florier to withdra* our troops than
other ladies.
.
Sunday with a
it took us to defeat Hitler. Had da camirw
strong bid for support from the

- A--16-9-°1114Le of Years -144°
'—would now be out of that Warj
Wesley Pflgager of Paris,
repeat that pledge."
Tennessee was in Friday. Good
continuing
attack on the
hiscon4rsation and the oli-'
Nixon administration, Humphservanon that neither of us was
rey said:
,
getting any younger.
"Even _three years of SusHolvever we both agreed that
We're so proud to be here.
Seems as though some of the
kids are always leaving for
somewhere. Thar-arrival from
different points is causes for
happiness and -tbeir leaving.is
usually cause for some sadness
although we realize that this is
the order of things.

tallied indifference and error on
the part of an administration
with limited vision and understanding cannot ftindamentally
damage the underlying health
and vitality Of this nation.
"America is not sick! What
we lack is leadership and vision

In his seven-page text, the
former vice president pledged
support of equal rights for
women, promised to help bring
Youngest came in two days
the elderly "ack .into .the
before Christmas from Germainstream of American life"
many and left SiuAt_y for
an
--cr'W give youth "the full op:
another clime and employment.
portwiity to help strengthen
At least they all served their
that Sense of community Withtime in the Armed Forces and
out which we cannot rebuild
all are out ndw and in this
our nation."
country which is something to
_ An aide said Sen. Henry
be thanitful for. As one of them
said as he unloaded the Jackson, D-Wash also would
youngest's barracks -bag just file for the Pennsylvania pribefore Christmas, after giving
it a hearty kick, "I hope that's
the last one for this family". We
echoed, so do we.

Sigma Department
Meet Is Tonight

states- tw°
Jews and
—He planed

tq

fly to
, -where
Sen. Adlai & Stevenaorall was
(Coittliaed on Page Tea&

The home of Mr. and Mrs. house when they arriVed. The
• Coleman Reeder and their two squad remained on the scene
dren was completely until-12:15 p.m. preventing any
destroyed by flames on tiither spreading of the fire.
Saturday morning about eleven The cause of the fire was uno'clock. No one was borne at the determined.
time of the fire, and all furReeder, owner of the home
nishings and clothing Of the and farm, was reported enroute
family were conaugutlyjkaijamadtet with a load of tobacco
'flames.
and his wife and children had
A shower for Mr. and him gone to the grocery when the
Reeder - and
theig Ivo .fire---occurrecL The .Reeciers_
daughters,age four aniteight,-U • were reported to have- been
planned Thursday at sevenf.m. re-Modeling the "house when the
at the Lynn Grove School. The flames destroyed it. Reeder is
public is invited to attend.
also employed at the General
The Callowy Cdunty Fire and Tire and Rubber 'Company,
Rescue Smutd_waasalled to the MaYfieki.
scene of the fire, located on-the
Squad members answering
_ former Byrd borne between the call were Max_ Dowdy, Jim
'GRAND CANYON'FOUND ON MARS—A complex of canyons from six to 12 miles wide and up to Coldwater and Lynn Grove, by Johnson, David Wrye, Ronnie
4 miles deep on Mars was photographed by Mariner 9 from a distance of SAW milesi as shown in a neighbor of the Reedera who Garland, Junior porn, Aaron
11,
- in an ad- Dowdy, and Jimmy Kelly.
this computer-enhanced print.Scientists at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena,Cal., said the discovered the tife
Chief Dowdy reminded
gross dimensions of lite feature are similar to those of the Greed Canyon in the western U.S. They vanced stage.
Members
of
the
squad
arrived
county
residents that the squad
with
some
i
rsilion
of
structural
origin
Indicated
faisicatelhdlefe
by
said the canyons are probably
at the scene at 11:29 a.m. Mid is available for service.
the walls. The area shown is about 66 by 84 miles.
Max Dowdy said the fire was Whenever a fire is suspected,
completely out of control and persons are asked to call the
had spread to a nearby smoke Rescue Squad at 753-6953,
giving proper directions to -thscene of the fire. Chief Dowdy said the squad was glad to-be
of service, and receive no pay
for their servicoon the squad. If
the squad is called to a fire and
it is later 'found to be agar
control, the persons are asked
to'notify the squad so they can
return to the station.

;LAMY Cowildiit %Wu
Gasoline Tax Hike At Tappan
ports liuddlestonlcontinues

BY SY RAMSEY
much of your highway money
Associated Press Writer
sè can devote to paying back •
Six persons, injured in acFRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) —
cidents, were trusted at the
Senate Majority Leader Dee PrinciPa
nds - I and interest nn these
Annergency room of the Murray- Hucidleston, avoiding any defi- Huddl
' eston said he does not
Calloway County Hospital, on nite administration stand on a know yet, but "our studies will
Friday, January 7, and Sunday, possible gas tax increase, say indicate" one way or another,
January 9, according to
that "maybe thefe is a limit"
If the bond route is d
hospital officials.
to how many more road bands impractical, he said, the gasoFriday at 10:45 p.m. two can be voted to replenish the
line tax is the one that comes
persons, Zama Adams-of 1610in
mat readilY mind because it
Kirkwood Drive and Martha
If such a method is held irry.. its
tax that pours directly into
Ladd of 1206 -South 16th Street, practical by the experts, he inread fund."
wore treated after being injured diCated, "then I think we woliki
condition of that fund,
in an automobile accident. have to consider finding addigained $139 million in
Dana suffered an injury of the tional revenue (through a high- _generalobligation bond money
hack and Martha an-injury of er gasoline taxt.'--voteil-in 1965, is approaching
Uhe left arm, hospital officials
The..Elizabethtown Democrat
made the comments during a
said.
the big
The remainder of .
Later at 11:15 p.m. Debra local television interview taped
Hall Of New Concord was for release Monday.
famtlaued en Page Ten
treated for cuts and abrasions.
He was asked how he felt
She was reported injured in sin about Lt. Gov. Julian Carroll's
automobile accident.
announced views, on the near
Sunday, William Atkins of 104- empty state road fund.
Enterprise Street,South f•tilton,
Carroll said a month ago he
sustained an injury of the head, would oppose increasing Kenreportedly from an automobile tucky's 7-cent gasoline tax, a
accident.
levy Gov. Wendell Ford said
James Dobson of 1208 West earlier might be considered as
By GENE HANDSAKER
Main Street, Apartment One, a last reatort.
Associated Press Writer
suffered
contusions
and
Carroll,,preaident of the SenLOS ANGELES (AP) — A
abrasions. He was treated and ate, favored asking the Public
released. Hospital officials said to approve a special road bond - guttural, relaxed-sounding
he was injured when he was Issue.
voice on the telephone, identi"bumped" by a car. He was
Huddleston,.one of the inner fied by Howard Hughes'
treated at the hospital at 5:35 circle around Foid,.said "This spokesmen as that of the bibp.m. Sunday.
Is. a legitimate means to fi- ItOttre-industrialist emerging
Last night' at 1135 Robert nance highway construction. .
from 'long seclusion, said his
Parker, age 33, of Route Two, used for a number of years .
purported 'forthcoming autobiography is cfrautl.
Miss., was treated quite successfully."
for an
-injury of the head. He
- "Patently false" and "a total"But maybe there is a limit,"
was reported injured in an he added. "Perhaps we're ap- ly fantastic fiction"' were other
automobile accident.
terms he used to describe the
proaching that limit as to how

Clipping from Fleetwood
Ken Barber, Community
Crouch- in Las Cruces, New
Mexico to visit his son which Ftesouree Developer of Juvenile
shows that Las Cruces got Work in Calloway and Graves
from three to six inches of snow Counties, will speak at the
on January 4. The clipping was meeting of the Sigma Departfrom the Las Cruces Sun News. ment of the Murray Woman's
Club to be held tonight (Monday) at the club house.
The Murray man will be
speaking on the subject,
"Children In Trouble."
The hostesses will be,
Mesdames—Ed Overbey, Jr.,
An attempted breakin was William Smith, Donald Keller,
reported at the Western Auto Joe Ryan Cooper, and Joe Hal
_
Store at 405 Maple Street on_spann
--Wurday at 9:34 a.m. to the
Murray Police Department.
Nix `Crawford of the store
said the subject or subjects
brake out - a glass in the rear
door, but failed to gain entry to
the building, according to the
FT. CAMPBELL, Ky. (AP)
police report.
— A unit of 230 men was scheduled to arrive here today to become a support unit for the
101st Airborne Division when
the latter returns from Vietnam.
Capt. Melvin Schoeppnet, an
JACKSON PURCHASE
Dense fog this morning caw- officer of the 507th Trans- irig hazardous ,driving condi- portation Company Aircraft
tions. Partly' cloudy this after- Maintenance,said the company
noon and tonight. Mostly sunny is bringing equipment which inand mild Tuesday. Highs today cludes about 20 Semi-trailers.
and Tuesday in the mid to upThe 507th was activated at
per 50s. Lows tonight in the Ft. Knox in February, 1966, to mid to upper 30s. Wednesday provide support Maintenance
piirtly cloudy and mild.
for aircraft, trainers and aircraft weapons assigned.to that
Extended Outlook
post. Later the unit was asKENTUCKY
signed to support Army ReOutlook Wednesday through serve av" -units in the WestFriday: Periods of rein likely ern portion of the First Army
each day. Continued warm, ex- area.
,
cept turning -cooler West FriThe unit is equipped to repair
BLAST SCENE—Blacksmoke bMaws as two, barges sink into the Ohio River after exploding. Two
day. Highs will range from the airplanes, helicopttrs,. airbridges were damaged by Ibobiestio which shattered windows in Belpre,Ohio and in Parkersburg, W.
upper 40s to the upper 503. frames, engines, arrnanient
Lows will range from the upper systems and electronic equip- :* Va. Tw° men are misallig'
(AP tVirep4to)
20s to the upper 308.

Attempted Breakin

Reported At Store

Worker at the Tanpan
Workers
C°1-11PanY
still off for
the job
this
swept
Use
"
foundry11/1
workers and some
maintenance personnel, according to E. J. Haverstock,
plant manager.
—
me work stoppage began
prior to the start of the 7 a.m.
shift Frida morning and was
termegA wildcat strike" by
Tappan officials.
Haverstock said this morning
that the work stoppage is
' if he
illegal. When asked
thought the problems could be
resolved soon so the workers
could return to the job, he said,
"It's up to them (the workers)."

rePortJames Michgel Parker of 516
South 8th Street, Murray,
driving a 1968 Pontiac two door
- Firebird owned by Patricia Ann
Parker, was going south on
South 9th Street, and started to
slow down to turn left Onto Story'
Extended, according to the
police report. "
The police report said the
brakes on Parker's car locked
up and the car went off on the
right side hitting a fire plug.'
The car came to a stop on Story
Extended, the police report
said.
Damage to the car was on the
right
side and both right
wheels. The fire plug was also
damaged in the collision.

book in the long-distance conference with seven reporters
gathered about a table in a Los
Angeles hotel banquet room.
But the publishers, McGrawHill Book Co. and* Life magazine, repeated Sunday their belief they have "the authentic biography."
All the newsmen agreed as
the conference ended that it
was Hughes' voice.
In Somerville, N.J., Lawrence Kersta, head of Voiceprint Laboratoriesand laventor of
a, system that permits voice
Identification so accurate it is
admissible in court, compared
tapes of the conversation with
tapes of Hughes' voice made
nearly 25 years ago.
Kersta concluded: "It is my
opinion that it is indeed the
voice of Howard Hughes.'Filmed Friday, the two-hour,
40-minute session was broadcast in part Sunday by. radio
stations and the NBC, CBS and

County Judge RObert 0.
Miller will be the guest speaker
at the meeting of the Theta
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club to be held tonight
( Monday ) at 7:30 p.m. at the
.7club house. ,
"Children In Trouble': will be
the theme of the meeting.
Hostesses will be Mesdames
Earl Warford, A.G. Wilson, Neil
Brown, and Nat Beal.

ABC television networks. NBC,
which filmed- it, -made films
and sound tapes available to
the other outlets.
In a voice that was a little
raspy, pausing at times, the 66year-old "phantom financier,"
whose fortune is estimated at
$2 billion, said also:
(Continued on Page Ten)

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)—
kentucky'snew attorney general, Ed W.-.Hancock, has been
named defendant in a suit filed
by a member of his own staff.
John PI-Abell raid thisiilflhi
Franklin Circuit Court. It also
named Deputy Atty. -Gen.
James Neel and Asst. Atty.
Gen. 'Joseph Famularp as defendants.
The suit asks for an injunction forbidding Hancock
Gm cutting off his pay and
from interfering with Abell's investigative work.
Abell was the assistant director of. the Prosecutors Assistance Program, which is financed by a 'grant under the
U.S. Law- Enforcement'Assistance Administration. He conducted the investigation of two
Ohio- County gravel firms on
charges of price collusion.
Abell's suit claims he was
called before Hancock, then attorney general-elect, and Neel
on Dec. 20. Abell said Neel told
him he could be indicted and
convicted for "not getting, the
approval of the attorney gener:
al" for his Investigation of the
-gra-vtlitrffi.X.
Abell said he sent a letter to
Hancock the next day declining
to accept Hancock's condition
that all similar investigations
must first be cleared thrqugh
- him or Neel.

axon Club Plans
Meet Wednesday

Former Senator Thruston B.
Morton, Heart Fund campaign
chairman for the state of
Kentucky, will be in Morray
The Faxon Mothers Club will
tonight(Monday)for a meeting
in. the
with the local clubs sponsoring- hold its regular meeting
room
of the
class
grade
seventh
the Heart Fund Drive in Murray
and Callowaylourity and any school on- Wednesday, January
citizens interested in learning 12, at 1:45 p.m. The meeting
Wedmore-- about their Heart was *scheduled for
- nesday but was postponecl
Association.
. due
,
Mrs. Willard Ails, local Heart to the ice and snow..
Mrs. Gladys Tucker's eighth'
chairman', announced that the
meeting would be held in the grade doss will-be in charge of
Community Room of the the devotional period.
All patents-and interested
Murray Branch of the
Hotokinsville Federal Savings persons are urgea4.9 attend, a
and Loan Association, located , club ,spokesman
at 7th and Main Streets, at 730
'
Now.You Know
p.m.
By United Press international
The U.S.-Mexican border is
1,933 miles long.

.1-••••
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. -"FOR THE MOST.part Ameri- cans don't rely on .-mass transit
:PrecinelF beCntisewe don't move
-as-a- mass. and- whatever is. accorriplildied- in -Public ot---Mass •
transit, it will continue, to be .a

favored limiting'the acautomobiles to downtown
the other guy's car, not
.
,

Miff preference ton the automobile. this 'love affair" as it
01 •.•
, ity theIs -ususilb ca
taour_ total Itansportaliob rehard.' fact--on - which Most'
,
quirements."
• schemes for-trevitalizing urban
, Mail& transit faimder_ before they
— Thestatementis.by Lee
cocca who; as president of Ford
are even launched.
might
AUTOMOBILE highway critics
Ilia's toward the automobile. But
much of the fact that since
make
a:C
r
ofr
nt.sur
Used
_e
backed u t he
eniftif World WarII.751r of all'
the
vey
government spending for transway Users Federation for Safety
has _gcele to highways
-portation
- and Ilifobility," a national organilrLior &bail trankt.
only
an4.
tation---reptesentitii some 604
is attributed
disproportion
This
in,
buinesses,
highway:related
_
and' 6fillridtlY
to an
dustries and independent.askci"'highway lobby."
ations.

44artsto...

Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER 8 TIMES FILE

A bone chilling cold descended on Murray and Calloway County
yesterday with the tbefinometer standing at eleven above at five •
--p.m.This morniagtbe temperature registered six belowiern, _
_ Mrs. Melva Wall Driaer_of Route Fiye, Paris, Tenn., &Oct
January 7 at Memphis, Tenn.
The maintenance and building of county roads and bridges is in
the hands of the seven county magistrates, according to action
taken by the Fiscal Court at their meeting this month.
The Murray State Racers beat the Eastern Maroons 82 to 80 in
a basketball game played at Ticlunond. Murray State's Jim
Jennings hit a 20 foot jump shot with only one second on the clock
10--give the win
— to the Racers.

people
cess of
-. but
theirs.

'-•-=))`•

.i'fir

lialVanS tOtePreeent
- - -A-eurvey of-the attitudew-elfmore than 100 million Americans
cross-section of 'American achilts
who oWn cars or---drive--ears,
'found that the public preiers.priansvete cars to pu c
•
the millions of 'individual free
. p3rtation_ by a ratio of almost
deCisio . made by Apericans- in
decisions
_
ot
people
-----twchto-one,and that m
' --think the pace--of_hew_highway__ the '20s, '30s, and. _MN, who
it4*
chose the balky auto and lit
constrtiction,han been "about
a"over
roa
right" or even "trio slow." the efficient, cheap and ubiIN THE FACE of this,'an ear
a
quitcipi train or interurban trol-pertrnept like
to pre"
l„
Mrs. Telus Myers, age 55, d1d.,Jai1nary 8 at her bone on
serve What remains of the na:
J
Murray Route Four. Graves Sledd,a-53,died
NEVERTHELESS, there re-'
tion's passenger•-traIns. seems
8at his home at 403 South 6th Street.
sizabletriainTa
1MS1
4
6
:loareis
jji„like _a jutll:
•
Ens: John Mack Carter;son-oflions of.people left out in the cold
.
been called to active duty in the U.S. Navy in Sao Francisco,
the great- American love afIn fact says Iacocca Amen- '”California. He is stationed on the USS minesweeper, The-Toucan. _
suburbs as cans now spend more to 'travel - fair-----7,Thiiii-uilheJoe H.Spann Ass Junior at Friends University, Wichit,Kansas.
By FRANK ELF.AZER
Inarnosionn
they
He is a member of the basketball team coached by James E.
WOulborted motorboartharr.
GTON(UFD-Anew
W
Collie, a graduate of Murray State Teachers College.
not drive or haVe-easy access to
Sot/limns States Industficif Council
law to et political contributors
spend on all forms*of rall transRoman and Hannah Prydatkevytch, father and daughter, will
charge donations to tax returns -private automobiles.' -.Without
portation combined.
presenta violin and piano recitalpn January 15 al the Recital Hall
.could drain.millions of dollars
43tdalic
transicalation.,
- Anynite--whcflas114pent a
1124
casintabowd 140140111
pf the Fine Arts Building,Murray State College.
into bogusk.campaigns while
as-an isolated farm,immobile
as
freen
-urban
n
an
trappedhours
drying tip- contributions to
ciwelleref-4he last century.They
- way tut& jaiit *mins-that- in
in the Unitect'States, it will-hsve -legitimate congressional candiIf free enterpriae
have no'lobby to speak for them.
to battle for its eiristence-atzt Big _Unionism, Big Government dates, according to-a-Capitol_
_ _Oka, contrary to Iacocca,.
restructure American society. Hill staff study.
and those who'want to ra
.rnas.s.
a
as
mcwe
It is time to make mass transit
Arnericans
Unfortunately, the need to struggle for survival often isn'i tally
• Congress wrote the-deduction
a bigger drop in the transThetis, they eventually move,
understood. Some influential members of the business coin- and credit provisions into a
Overcometh evil with good-Romans 12:21.
portation bucket than a minusIn the same survey. It was
appease generld tax reduction law with
system
munity apparently believe that the
Here is the surest and safest way to conquer an enemy.
mite-146th.
majority of
a
that
found
alse
with
dtion
a
an
make
the critics of free enterprise and
*the specific intent to ease the
.
.
tbose..who,want a.different, Vpe of society..
;_pisicli of campaign fund raising.
A case fig point is David Rockefeller, Chairman 41rte:tiir- But an analysis by the
ManhattaeBank and member of one of America's financialed
Democratic study group, an
political dynasties. Mr. Rockefeller's views were voiced with -organizabon of about 150 liberal
Buyers are guaranis* that hotels, including the recently
By PATRICIA K. DAVIS
by Carl. Ribitt„irg.„.1 ,,,
great clarity,in a speech, befacagibe Advartiaing.Council in N
use Democrats, • contended
MARCO ISLAND, Fla.(UPI) their land will have been raised expanded $17 million Marco
"-The advertising Sell ,ettlyillijoatt•-brinost of -the Tett City. The speech stinnarlireloselrstupettuy the
,
today that it may have the
opposite- . effect from that -In 1965 a couple decided to above sea level' by landfill and Beach Hotel, the largest hotel
airlines spotlights the image inside the jetliner- .ennunnintybuy a plot of marshland they developed by the time the on Florida's Gulf Coast, a yacht
Mr. Rockefeller'accurately analyied the scope iif the current intended.
ceilings,
the
on
sprinkled
starst
lounges,
food, bar
. island buyer has completed payments, club and a country club, two
iriouldn'
en see on this
effect c
the euvuofstexico
attacks on American business and forecast new pressures in the
by Coffee-tea-or-me kewpies
champagne
into
The provision w
at which time he is given the shopping centers, an airstrip,.
Gulf
bnear future.. He warned that "government may decree that a
eoroortahie seats thatsomehow seem
and the morepoured
They picked it out from a deed.
n must be concerned not only. to find the quantity of Jan. 1. For the fir time it
elementary school, medical
th
use allows taxpayers to charge off map and agreed to pay it off
Since development began in clinic and an ecolge laboratomoney he requires but aLk to obtainif*
more crowded. What they ought to do is switch the
gifts
to
political
part of their
icau.prtoluaject4ts
Investment
-..,.within five years-by which 1965, more than 3,000 persons r7the funds in the manner he p
_
sell once in awhile to the outside-of the fuselage-and
"the Treasury, much as they .lime the developer of this "non- have settled,on Marco, about 50
Qn the 'social agenda' may have to pay a
high.
tip--,,sufflcientlY_
stay
tion
the-contrap
makeir
-what
eXPIlthlittst
would be per cent of them retired, Simon
previously could do-ki the case laud- promised
diamberiiand Jefferson
.1 Premium or wait in line for approval."
there in the first place.
s.
said. To date, 700 houses and counties in Texas produce much
in
when,
day
the
the state's-petzoisum. petMr. Rockefeller added that he "can foresee
nsChar:7
bte e°41tribi
ourtirtiabutio
of echa
7a
y fy°
Tdocta
ape
,1". thetr
ikettlig..MIMI17
_rochernicals, _natural gas and
addition 4a--the1 annual-financial statement, certified _by inUnder -the new lawr-indivi-----paim.studded
"`The birds can fly
sulphur.
dependent _accountants:Corporations may be required to pbblish ;Wahl Will be able to charge_ off fronting on
amnia _Tbe_ialsad_akio boasts_
An' why can't I?"
•
a 'social audir-atmilarb-cereled,"
from
deductionif
ea
une
ir
--litartsrldaret
-Darius Green and His Flying Machine
The substanee Of Mr. Rockefeller's position isthat-“the social
up to 850 per person growing number of '
contract" is up for revision and that business must make con- ($1;; per married couple) from planned total communities". in
cessions in order to continue to function. Mr. Rockefeller judges sums contributed either to a the United States, a concept by
The Almanac
Prog Info 753-3694
that "businessmen have no choice but to respond by becoming
political party or to a declared which land is developed as the
reformers themselves, making a conscious effort to adapt the, candidate forlederal, state or demand grows.
By United Press International
ICIA1
Tonne & Tue.
operation of the market system to our changing social, political local office.
Today is Monday, Jan. 10, the January 8, 1972
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The Rockefeller position
Mercury and Juipter.
person or $25 per couple.
and retirement age or younger
influence and his views will have a major impact in certain
DISMISSALS
The evening stars are Venus,
Few House or Senate mem- persons who will eventually
•
Mrs. Dorthy Louise Harper, business circles, chiefly in the Northeast.
Mars and Saturn.
bers declare for re-election build on their land when they
The Rockefeller thesis should be carefully considered. Reading
Those born on this day are Rt. 5, Murray, c-o Lowell
very long before the last legal do retire.
SOON! * Sean Connery
Outland, Thomas,-Arthur his speech, however, one finds that it is fundamentally defeatist minute because once they
under the sign of Capricorn.
Similar to Marco is Palm.
"DIAMONDS ARE FOREVER"
Ethan Allen, _leader of the Turner, 106 N. 12th St., Murray, insofar as the free enterprise system is concerned. He views the announce they lose free televi- Coast, a pre-planned developRevolutionary War's "Green- Mrs. Mary Frances Hill, Rt. 1, current crop of critics of business as representing the wave of the sion and radio time. Thus, the ment into which ITT CommuniMountain Boys", was born Jan_ Dexter, Mrs. Annie Lucille future. Evidently, he believes that the public won't rally behind study said, in "off election" ty Development Corp. is sinking
Shelton, 511 S. 6th St. Murray, an economic system geared to individual enterprise free of year -when there is no an estimated $750 million. Palm
Tonite at 7:30
10,l738.
"
Henry Herbert Hargrove, Rt. 7 government restriction and harassment.
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American mining ,engineers Murray. Miss. Monica Dee system or a liMited number of new social controls on business. It tions for any purpese at a
Naples,Fla., is &Trig developed
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_after forcing them from a train Malugin, Barelay St., Clinton; is-far more likely that the raclidaI critics- of liminess, the including social events, officiai by the Marco'bland De•velop: ment Corp., subsidiary of
Mis. Gloria Jean Norman, 612 proponents of a new social contract will be Wafted with salaries, or the payment of
in Santa Ysabel in Mexico.
In 1946 delegates from 51 College Courts, Murray, Mrs. nothing less than the tot&I transformation of a free enterprise debts from previous elections.
Delta's Corp.: headed by
nations convened in London for Georgia Lee Johnson, 1606 economy into a thorough going state controlledoconomic system.
Law Contains Loophole
Florida developers Frank,
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advice,business
the first session of the United Magnolia Dr., Murray, Mrs. If business accepts David Rockefeller's
' "The -new law contains a-- -Robert and Elliott Mackie of
Nations General Assembly.
Youlanda Gray Stubblefield, to end up as the smile on the face of the tiger.
loophole that' could drain Miami.
Furthermore, the so-called reformers Mr. Rockefeller would
In 1966 Indian Prime Minister Rt. 2, Hazel, Mrs. Beulah Jane
millions of tax &Wars,in that a
Norbert Simon, sales manaShastri died at the age of 66, a Erwin,"1003 -Vine St., Murray, have business make common Cause with aren't reformers at all.
contribUtion to anyone who ger for the Marco development,
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for office could announce that sale over
Therefore, the Rockefeller advice is bad advice for business
GOLDEN GEESE
iceolarl
there."
'PEORIA, (UPI)-Walter and the country as a whole., America has a great economic
they are candidates, exchange
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Harris, a retired Peoria cab system. It is imperative that the free enterprise system be . equal contributions, and then
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receive a tax credit or - Portions of the island were
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s
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deduction without having ac- developed in two years under
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Miss tkrida._kiy Richardson Becomes The
Bride Of Keith Hosford In Ceremony At
First ikOist Chia In _Murray .

'Monday, January 10
The
Progressive
The Girl Scout Neighborhood Homemakers Club will meet at
meeting will be held at the Girl the home of Mrs. M.D. Hassell.
Scout cabin at ten a.m. All In case of bad weather the
leaders are urged to be present. meeting will be at Mrs. Bobby
Wilson's home.
The Almo
will meet at
the school lunchroom at two
Murray Star Chapter No. 433.
g.m. with Mrs. Margaret Order of the Eastern Star will
Trevathan of .the Calloway meet at the Masonic Hall at 7:30
Public Library as speaker.
p.m.

irTA

How to diplomatically
'cut your gift-list
By Abigail Veuritireen

The Sigma Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at the club house at 7:30
p.m. with Ken Barber as the
scheduled speaker on the
theme, "Children in Trouble".
Hostesses will be Mesdames
George E. Overbey, Jr.,
William Smith, Donald Keller,
Joe Ryan Cooper, and Joe Hal
'Spann.

DEAR ABBY: This is a tough one: How do you suddenly take someone off your Christmas gift list? And let them
know in advance, so they will take you off theirs?
We have many friends and relatives with whom we
have been exchanging Christmas gifts for years. It started
when our children were young. We used to give inexcensive
toys, elaborately -wrapped, so they would have something
under their tree, and the kids would have the excitemast of
unwrapping them on Christmas morning.
The kids aren't kids anymore. We almost never see.
most of them. Many have moved out of town. Christmas
shopping is not only a big bore, it has become costly. I am
sure these people feel the same way about it, but we don't
know how to break this vicious circle. So we keep buying
Jhe,ttame,people Christmas presents every year because we
know they'll buy us something.
If you have a solution for this universal problem, Abby,
you're a genius.
,SICK OF anusrmAa
DEAR SICK: I'm no genius,_iisk here's • suggestion
Around Thaaksgiving, send them a note saying you are
thankful for friends with whom you can be perfectly candid.
Then tell them you are trimming your Christmas gift list,
and do not plan to seed their children for-Mem, if that's the
easel a gift, se to please do likewise. I promise you. It will
be the best Christmas gift you could give them.
DEAR ABBY: In the summer of 11/44,---1-met-and- fell in
loos with a wonderful marine. I know he loved me too, but
for reasons I won't go inta we wouldn't marry then.
I tried hard to forget him, but I guess I never rsa11,
did. I still have his letters, and when I read them and play
those tunes, "I Walk Alone," "I'll Be Seeing Arcay"
-- ----.'
"Saturday Night Is the Loneliest Night in the Week," etc.,
I feel he is near.
I'know he-is • Mill living on -1iiirsoitheast' roast•stt-1.'
would love to see him again.
While trying to forget him, I married a guy I'd koown
all thru schaol, but it lasted only five years. I guess I didn't
love him enough.
Abby, I am told I'm too nice looking to stay alone, but I
think
one or those women who can only love" once. rre
never met i man who can measure up to my marine Any
suggestions?
SEMPER FIDEL'S
DEAR SEMPER: Quietly investigate and find out if
fieNintirifed or !tingle. If he's single, maybe you can pick up
where you left off. It's worth a try:Ovid linen
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. DEAR ABBY: You have to be kidding' A suspicious
wife writes her husband has taken an interest in a divorced
coworker who is lonely. And you tell her to make a buddy
out of qiis girl, invite her over, get her a date and make it
a foursome.
At one time I was happily married, but wanting to do
for others, I invited a "poor, lonely friend" to join my
husband and me when we went to parties, or entertained.
My husband used to rtm ovar to herlame Ind help
her fix things. Well, because I Waleo ebertetabted an&
trusting, you guessed it. My husband fell for her, and he
humiliated me like you wouldn't believe. He left me and
moved
---- It lasted three mouths. He foiled •eut.what a fool he'd
, been and he left her. But first he ocepped all the money out
et what was by
joint aecotmt. He'd never done
anything like that in his life, but he had become so addled,
he wasn't resronsible. He messed up our lives, but good.
We were divorced, washing 20 years down the drain.
I'm still single, altho I've had offers. Since then he has
had several marriages, divorces, annulments and his life is
so fouled up it's unbelievable. He looks 20 years older than
he is, and his future is behind him. And it all started when
he took an interest in a "poor, lonely girl," just like the one
-in yaur column.
MUCH WISER AT OXNARD SHORES
CONFIDENTIAL TO "IN TROUBLE AND ASHAMED"
IN SAN FRANCISCO: If you're too ashamed to contact
your parents directly, get in touch with their attorney,
clergyman, family doctor or a relative or close friend. But
let your parents know where you are. I promise you, you'll
sleep better tonight. And so will they.

I

What's your problem? You'll feel better If you get It off
pew cheat. Write to ABBY. Res WM, Las Aageles, Col.
MM. For a persoital reply melose stamped. addressed
esmoispe.

The Theta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at the club house at 7:30
p.m. -with -Citanty Juvenile
Judge Robert 0. Miller as the
speaker on the theme,
"Children
In Trouble".
Hostesses will be /deadames
Earl WarfortA—Ec.-WRial.getBro-wn, and Nat Beat:— -

,(Wilaon Woolley Photo)
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The marriage of Miss Brenda back with a flat bow. She wore
Joy Richardson, daughter of an identical flat bow of gold
Mr. and Mrs. Bethel Richard- velvet in her hair and carried
son,to Keith,Bostordjion of Mr. two yellow rosebuds with gold
and Mrs. Kirby Milford took velvet streamers.
place
Monday
evening,
Bridesmaids were Misses Lee
December 27, it the First Ann Weaver, Cheryl James,
Baptist Church.
Michele Richardson and Beth
The double ring ceremony, Richardson_ Their dresses
with Dr. H. C. Chiles officiating, were identical to that of the
was performed before the altar matron of honor and they
centered with a large white carried a single rosebud. Ty.
columntopped witharrurn-filled ulscrworen small gold and peed
with Yellow rosebuds. Spiral pendant, gift of the bride.
candelabra and urns of
Kenneth Hosford, brother of
greenery. Were _ma_ aged on. _the:groom aerated albeit-man._
either side.
Ushers were Bobby Brown, Hal
A'program of organ music Hosford, Dickie Hodge, and Joe
was presented
by Richard Miller.
Jones, and included selections
For her daughter's wedding,
from.'Romeo and Juliet", Mrs. Richardson chose to wear
“Xove Story" and • the a pastel blue knit dress. Mrs.
traditional wedding march.
Hosford wore a navy knit dress.
Bride's Dress
Mrs. J. B. Richardson, grandEscorted by her father and mother of the bride, wore agiven in marriage by her pastel green knit dress Theytill
parents, the bride was radiantly wore white corsages.
beautiful in her floor length
Reception
gown of white Velvet fashioned
Following the wedding, a
by the bride's mother. The reception was held. at the home
fitted bodice featured princess of the bride's parents:
line front with a V-shaped
The bride's table_wassowtcl,
_ neckline, and longfittedsleeves -with-oh imported, handmade
-ending in points over thel. lfutiVOIVElinembtoidered cloth.
Her mantilla length veil of An arrangement of yellow
illusion, attached to a crintn of rosebuds graced the center of
embroidered flowers and seed the table. Eggnog and wedding
pearls was banded with wide cake were served from opposite
lace which was embroidered ends of the table.
Assisting
with seed pearls and crystal with the serving were Mrs. Hal
beads.
Hosford, Mrs. Billy Joe
She carried a cascade Hosford, Mrs. Joe Pat James
bouquet of yellow rosebuds and and Mrs.Steadman Baker. Miss
white fugi mums with English Willette Richardson kept the
ivy interspersed throughout. register and Miss Terri Schwa!'
Her jewelry was a pearl passed rice bags to the guests
necklace belonging to her prerent.
mother and pearl earrings, gift
. Following the reception, the
of the groom.
couple left for an unannounced
Attending the bride as matron wedding trip with the bride
of honor was her older sister, wearing a blue knit dress and
Mrs. Bobby Brown. She wore a jacket and a corsage of cynfloor length gown of emerald bidum orchids pinned to her
green velvet bodice and ivory shoulder.
satin skirt. The waist was
Mr.and Mrs. Hosford are now
accented with a deep gold at home at 1405 Poplar Street.
velvet belt caught in the center
Out of town ,guests incbtded
Mr. and Mrs. JaCk Anderson,
Mayfield; Mr.and Mrs. William
B.Stokes, Fulton; Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Wesiver-amd-Greg;
Of Prussia, Pa.; Mrs. L. L.-Schwan, Terri and Jay, Wilmette,
Mohr; Mr. and Mrs. Cordis
JameCIDatrolt-Michigari; Mr.
and Mrs. Billy Joe Botsford,
Garry Ind Tim, 'Boonville,
Indiana; Mrs. Sharon Shoppard, Decatur, Illinois; Mrs.
Hazel Stone and Mrs. Audrey
Cherry, Boaz, Kentucky, and
Mrs,,lean Sweeney, Nashville,
Tennessee.
Rehearsal Dinner
Mr. and Mrs. Bethel
Richardson entertained with `a
- rehearsal dinner at their home
on Sunday evening.
A buffet dinner was served to
the twenty-three in attendance.
The bridal couple presented
gifts to their attendants.

4mta, 4110
SHOE SALE„. STILL IN PROGRESSO
ALL ...

FALL eWINTER SHOES
Of The Already

Discounted Price!
we
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11

JIM'S
SHOE OUTLET
Southsicle Shopping Center
All Sales Final

No Exchanges

Is"

Is

•

No Refunds

Leather Cleanup
leather furniture/
Wash
with soap and %sister. Tien
wipe with a fine furniture
cream, the Cleanliness. Bu-reau suggests.
•
•

The Murray Unit of the
National Hairdressers and
Cosmetologists will meet at the
Southside Resstaurant at 7:30
p.m.
Tuesday, January 11
Morning circles of the WSCS
of the First United Methodist
Church will meet at 9:30 a.m,as
follows Alice Waters with Mrs.
AM. Alexander, 1707 Wells
Extended; Bessie Tuc,Iter with
Mrs_ JAMES Diuguld,803 Sharpe
Street; Maryleona Frost at the
,
-church parlor,

Groups of the Baptist Women
of the First Baptist Church are
scheduled to meet as follows: I
with Mrs. Owen Billington at
9:30 am., II with Mrs. O.C.
Wells at ten a.m., and III with
Mrs. J.M. Linn at two p.m.

--blembiscs at _Troop13 at the First Year Brownlee of the
University School are pictured. They are back row, left to right,
Kate Shepard, Man Umar, Rebecca Sexton, Kim McCoart,
Suzanne Pittman, Tiffany Taylor, Sandra Whaley, Kelly Loving,
and Cheryl Rose; front row,Thais Lanning, Jill Thompson, Tracy
Beyer,Stacey Mobley, Lynn Loberger, and Brenda Coniey. Mrs.
Robert McC,eart is the leader and Mrs. Gordon Loberger, the coleader.

'Dietary disaster

The New Concord -ParenteClub will meet at the school at
seven p.m. Music will be by the
Bury and McClure Boys. The
fifth grade will give the
devotion and „aerve refresh-

groups working on nutriIf you think your teention pixiblems of teenagers
ager is not eating properly,
at the state and local level.
chances are you are right.
Many teenagers have
Nutrition education experts
took a long, hard look at
strange eating habits. They may have the poorest nutrithe eating habits of U. S.
The Quota Club will meet at
tion habits in the United
teenagers and found them
States. Close to one-fourth
the Southside Restaurant at 12 - An be a dietary disaster
of a teenager's daily food
area, composed largely of
noon.
comes from snacks, many
cookies, potato chips,
of them full _tet.empty calf).
.0Am -.Wednesday, January 12
burgers,
-MR
drinks,
and
The
South
Murray
doughnuts.
The purpose of the conHomemakers Club will meet at
The
nutritionists dis: - ference was to discuss
the home of Mrs. Bill Britton at
cussed their findings at a • "Who is responsible for deMayfield.
•
recent conference_ held in
veloping the dietary habits_
Washington, D.C. and , sponof youth?” Effective ways
The- South Pleasant Grove
sored by the- V. S. Departof working with youth to
ment of'.Agriculture and
Homemakers Club will meet at
help in development of
the home of Mrs. Kent Simpson - the Interagency Committe,
good food habits were eatof Nutrition Education— linen.. _and- nevi Wails fee •
at one p.m.
(ICNE). Participants includoffering professional guided :representatives
of
ance to workers at the stets
The
New . Concord
SD A's Agricultural Reand local-- level we di.- Homemakers Club willineet a'.eurtir '8 rv ive and of
cussed. •
the home of Mrs.Noel Smith at
one p.m.
•
The Arts and Crafts Club will
meet at the home of Mrs. Aaron
Chapman, 209 Woodlawn, at
2:30 p.m.

There was a gay damsel named Lynn
Whose waist was so charmingly Thin
Instead of daily trips to the bakers
She went part of that time to

The Mason's Chapel United
Methodist Church WSCS will
meet at seven p.m. -

The Westside Homemakers
Evening circles the' WSCS
Club will.meet at the home of of the First United Methodist
Mrs. Nalph Darnell at 12:311 Churcfi will meet at 7:30 p.m. as
p.m.
follows: Hannah with Mrs. Joe
Keeslar, Highway 641 North;
Niiw - Providence Ruth Wilson with Mrs. John
The
Homemakers Club will meet at Fortin, 1514 Glendale Road;
the home of Mrs. Larry Curd at Wesleyan with Dr. Alice
one p.m.
Koenecke, 1701 Hamilton...

All Coupons Good Thru
January 31, 1972
saving coupons are meant to

say. We apeciate /our business...And remember
Boone's Laundry and Cleaners' high quality
and fine service
• alit the same...Nothing changed but the
Ice!
••••

The
more
'1011Huable
COupons you use
more you

save

.'
the
Take
COupons to any 5
COnyement
Boone Cleaner
locat,o, s

SAVE

"The Cleaner Interested In You"
.

Bring any number. You must present
this coupon when you bring your
cleaning to Boone's Cleaners
Coupcood thru
January 31, 1972

•%%%%%

coupon when you bring your cleaning to
Boone's Cleaners.
Coupon Good thru
JarIllarY 31, 1972

•••

BOONEISLivuoims,

OONE'

On
- your Dry
nin-frKdifg
_
Cleaners
Appreciation
Sale

SLACKS

SWEATERS
ea. 69'

(Men's or Ladies)
ea.

69c

Bring any number. You •must pment thiscoupon when you bring your cleaning to
Boone's Cleaners.

Bring any number. You must present
this coupon when you bring your
cleaning to Boone's Cleaners.

-Coupon Good thru
January 31, 1972

CouponGood thru
January 31, 1972

-These
Inflation
Fighter
Coupons

BOONE

BOONE

\\\\\

LADIES
PANT SUITS

MEN'S SUITS
Reg. '1.60
each

ea.

99c

and PLAIN DRESSES

ea. $1.09

Bring any number. You must present
this coupon when you bring your
cleaning to Boone's Cleaners

All coupons' Good
thru 3anuars 31.
WI stall Boone's
Cleaners Stores.

Bring any number. You must present this
coupon when you bring your cleaning to
Boone's Cleaners.
Coupon Gooci thru
January 31). 1972

Coupon Good thru
January 31, 1972
••••

•••••••••••••••••• %%%%%%%%

BOONE'S
LAUNDRY

•'

SHIRTS
LAUNDERED
4 for 994
Bring any number. You must present this

LONG COATS
Men's or Ladies
ea.--994 (Plain)

•

•
•
•

LAUNDRY 8&_-CLEANERS

BOONE S

•

tirrtit on
billet you bring
On each cOupqn.

-

-- Open Datis,I AM-9PM
Saturdays
AM-7PM
- 'Sundays S AM-2 PM

•

BOONE'S

these money

THANK YOU! That is what

fray on 14ery-7.-514-.
Murra y, Ky.

•

•••••

-

Available At All

o*'acriaetriso,

CLEANERS 5 Cotenneie ClLocations

"The Cleaner Interested In You"

13th & Main
6th & Poplar
5 Points
Story Ave.
603 Main

_
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, Bro*n_Looking fOr Marcpiette Fl
To
23
Starks Scores
Lead._ _
_ Spot On Alt-Stars
MSU Over-Louisiana
College
. ,
.

ThWWCIY

'PAGE FT
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19,121 fans; Bob
was the dominat- diens before
Bill Wiltoni
The Marquette-South Carolina
Morse scored 16 points as Penn
UCLA
the
in
iVriter
WentSports
figure
warfare was the only battle ing
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS Associated
took its 30th straight Ivy
Second-ranked Marquette and
Sunday among ranked teams. triumph, scoring 30 points and League game; Jim Price
.
Two months ago, Roger four -r_
South
Everyone else was in action triggering the Bruins' break- ...drilled in 30 for Louisville and
By MIKE BRANDON
Williams also chipped in with - Brown, wa_s_ elected to a city squared off to settle things hi
-- - .
second halt-7 .Saturday, including top-ranked away WI*:n Wit-the,Bflttris' Barry Parkhill had 24 for Vir. Ledger & Times Sportswriter
conntil position in Indianapolis.
In the second half the Racers nine P°.intS̀•
one of those typical brawls UCLA, which beat Oregon 93- second straight triumph in the
Sometimes a team will
The Racers begin conference Now, the Indiana Pacers' for- among college toughs.
slowly pull away from
Pacific-8 Conference in their ginia.
another
68.
win
bidding
to
ward
is
concentrate its defense so much began to
Colorado State, an Unranked
of - Louisiana play Saturday night by hosting
the
Wildcats
They even managed to PlaY
Third-ranked North Carolina quest for another league ..title team with a fancy record, imon one man that somebody else
.election-for a spot on the
the
Galden
hot
Morehead
College. After just two minutes
basketball while they were at defeated Furman.118-66; Min- and crack at a sixth straight
is overlooked. That's exactly
proved its mark to 9-1 by deupset Western Division team for the it..
period action, Steve Eagles. Morehead
nesota tripped No.5 Indiana 52- NCAA title.
American
Basketball
what happened Saturday night of final
Associto
outing
Texas El Paso 63-62;
feating
last
their
Marshall
in
25
foot
jump
Barret fired in a
Marquette survived a punc- 51; sixth-rated Penn trimmed
_ . as the Murray _State Racers shot to give the Racers their give Marshall their second loss titian's All-Star game Jan..29 at
Chamberlain's 21 points Niagara made it 10-1 with a
Bill
hing bout and South Carolina's Harvard 81-52; No. 7 Louisville
clipped Louisiarm,College 72-55
Lonisville.
paced North Carolina's victory; 112-92 triumph over St. Peter's,
first 10 point lead of the evening. of the season. The first Marshall
, a ustake-inducing press to dewhipped Cincinnati 84-76; Bob Nix sank two free throws N.J.; and West Virginia boostbefore 4,500 fans in the Murray
Suncause
his
&Olin.
helped
to
was
a
two
point
decision
loss
Reserves saw much action
.7 fieldhouse. '
day; comiecting for a game- feat the Gamecocks 72-71 in a eighth-ranked Long Beach State with ,17 seconds left to give ed its record ,to 6-0 by beating
powerhouse Marquette.
Theeply cowman ioa--taxwo -high 36 points in teading_the tingling match of independent downed Fresno State 98-78; No. Minnesota a triumph over 1*- Davidsot
- Marcelous Starks came _over the Irma' 10 minutes of.the
9 irginia stopped North Caro• - through with his finest effort of
victory over powers sundaY.
mounted to 21 points with 5:11 clubs have met is Oral Roberts Pacers to a 10047
Before the game was over, lina State 84-73 and 10th-ranked
the year and took over the
Racers
-University.
The
s. pulled the Pac- each team lost a heavyweight- Ohio State topped Purdue 78-70.
scoring slack as All-American left in the contest. defeated the Titans 94-87 while thIbUe triumph
For
the
hit
on
game.
Murray
Elsewhere,it was 11th-ranked
within
6i+.2 games of the Nlarquette's Bob Lackey imil
ers to
candidate Les Taylor scored
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP) - at 85-80 on a basket by center
52,per cent while the Wildcats Morehead dropped an overtime
South Carolina's Tom Riker Southern California 87, Oregon The Kentucky Colonels, riding Zelmo Beaty, who led all
Stars
in
the
West.
just six points. The 6-8
first-place
Roberts.
105-103
Oral
decision to
off to 41 per cent of their
sophomore center fired in 23 cooled
Indiana jumped to a 53-31 were given the thumb after ex- State 75; Clemson 63, 12th-rank- the crest of an eight-game win- scorers with 30 points. But the
30 25-55
Louisiana College
The
Racers
shots
from
the
floor.
melee under the ed Maryland 61; No. 13 Mar- ning streak after Saturday's Colonels followed ISsel and
points from the field and paved canned
36 36-72 lead with 4:12 remaining in the *ding a basket.
12-14 gratis tosses for a Murray State
Gamecock
shall 102, Western Michigan 77; 107-96 conquest of the Utah Dampier to a 95-84 lead mo97.96
behind
half,,
but
fell
the way for the Racers seventh fine 86
first
7,
Loidsisms(55)-Swenson
per cent clip:
fire."
It
happened
like
scNo. 14 Villanova 69, Canisius Stars, have earnedialisr
ments later to throttle11*'Utah
win of the , season in nine
isse
iLkil-seConerinfr
e
n
t
,
.
,
Ifl
13„..
Cook
_11.,
Shoening
4.Reno
Starks led Murray. with
South Carolina Coach Frank 65; 15th-ranked Southwestern
railings. - ----- — --liftkah'i
fport the rally.
larnfialtet
who
Colonels,
on
a
lathe
The
2
IL-Beeson
Coley
6,
Wencliing
started the game as points and finished the evening and Adkins 2. - - ,
Zelmo Beaty. Then Braiii idt.a McGuire of the battle early in Louisiana 75,_ Northeast
The victory tied the Colonels',
best won-lost record/ in the
serend half between the- siar'a 73; -Pia- It Hawaii m•-rAmerican Basketball Assoet. -oiiihnioordht-sight-coneecutive
usual by falling behind in the 7.-Witlin. game high 11 rebounds.
putting the Pacers ahead ihe—
laYtiP,
8,
ler
)-Tay
Murray(
72
No other Racer scored in double
: 1r17and Ceuw
.rt6
. Le
,4
117ald_tos ,., 64
;2101
oriening minutes of the contest.
are off until playing a *i.wia:
Willianert-Barrett4,-Maricini again, by -a. -point and after
41-4 Syracuse
mg st....jahm4r4
ilte
.ated
With 7:27 left in the half the -4101:--:Sirreve *Brown''leaved
he'adole - the -Stare-ltiz'
They TM-night..
that,
Friday
9,
6,
Brown
Starks
12,
House
,
11
nine
in
a
impressive
very
The two forwards fired No. 18 Brigham Young 88, Ari- turn to Louisville for a SaturWildcats of Louisiana were
hounds past and sank another
reserve performance. Ron E. Taylor 1 and Weisman 2.
_ • I .1,..
zona-87; No. AirKentucky
holding a 19-18 lead over the ,., the
--,,, driving laYuP with 23 secoloPt Pahdie8 and sPer_kesi_
- m the sideliriei. Bo
Mississippi 82 and 20th-rankettda
pitYtshur
4Bilt-Baine
gh condors!Baing
reznaining for the final basket. _tain fro
WAIVe- MaVell
Racers, But less than a half
in the victory over utak ban
.
minute later Ron Williams hit
Elsewhere in the ABA Sun- benches emptied, but the melee Florida State 106, East Tenand are nofi open
• •
two free throws and the--Fasekoredag-R411S6-114414;01)*
"e"
y, M.mphs
E4-4'
91ell°
esrtil
whil
be °tiht e
cfach
alcu
.cialitwelle
for business it our new
gained the lead for the night.
lens 118-108 and -the
NewYle
Y1461".
ork --Li*
The Warriors and Gamecocks Dampier tied a Kentucky team
- Stnith Carolina band played the
The largest lead of the half
downed Dallas 105-97.
RoOkie
assists.
with
14
record
got back to basketball after the
location
__ __came with one ininulg left to
-!4lempitis used an 44-IR& - Star'Spangled Banner.
Ards Gilmore had 23
Riker, who ,sat out the dra- fisticuffa and rindly gaie -the center
three minutes after
played when Starks scored on a
the
-final
__________________In
owd attheCarolina Coliseum pointa and 13 rebounds for Kenefi. "natio finish With an i
---76-11 Maple
overagnini an e-hr
lapin to put the Racers
4
tucky while Danipier had 72
something-to shout about.
•X-rayed
his
• 3642_ The half ended with
- tit at the _end of three periods
band' will be
fe
South Carolina twice had pos- Points.
(Next to Parker Ford)
Les Taylor, star forward for for three weeks and a splint fee in beating the Floridians Cen-' possible fractures today. Lack- session of the ball in the final
Murray holding a 36-30 adThe- Colonels started slowly,
•
•'
of
weeks.
another
kind
more
suffered
two
theey
r
;ff
fourth,
vantage.
- Murray State and
"
ter Don Sidle
peafter
the
first
trailing
24-19
minute but was unable to.score,.
- " .--Murrayleit Staliatering42-per-leliclingimiorer-in the .h,Itlerils'bt-'-..--Natdrilyis'm tiorfittibe-ote4a---Hji,;_h*iaad the pro8-m1tji./3 Pain: "The worst Pa4 Was sit- A shot at the buzzer by keviii--WeiT-Itinhe Colonels rallied
game."
the
rest
of
the
ting
out
scoring,"
Luther
in
a
said
of
injured
Taylor,
seriously
was
week,
cent of their shots from the field
points,,,one more than rookie
for a 52-51 halftime bulge and
The fight really meant noth- Joyce was short.
in the half while the Wildcats MSU game with Louisiana -"He's also the best defensive 'Johnny Neumann.
stretched it to 30-71 with a sixpoints,
1/
Jim
Chones
scored
man and a strong rebounder
scorched the nets on 48 per cent College Saturday night.
The Floridians' Warren Ja- ing, it's best to ignore it," said including a key field goal under 'point spurt
the third
. --batt_toppeo all scorers with 34 , AL McGuire., Marquette.
of their tries.
'-"War-received injuries to his- and our team leader."
.
Period.
that
kept
mark
the
two-minute
points.
to
.
e
ity
is
no
relation
went
on
win
coach
who
Murray
Starks led-allof the scores itr-A4ighthandresulting in a broken
.. _
to
Utah pulled within five points
----the first half with_15 points while bone in the hand. The injury will _over_Louisianarollege, butthe . . Rick Berri, fanner -/k1PCIPPrard17—
was hardly worth the gain. scoring champion. poured in 37
grabbing six rebounds. Les put him out of action for at least
-Jaylor was second high for the five weeks.
After Taylor's injury, Mar- Points, helping the Nets end
ita,cers with six points. Taylor
Coach Cal Luther called his eel:ins Starks finished with 23. Dallas' four-game winning
thirt"„_ ._o_t,1•! with loss "a tremendous blos-K"-- -*—points anti-li- rebounds-to- lead b-streak----Hookie John Rocile_
inciceri
,
uP
The break will'reeptirtai.-the Rams in both categatiel. "ehiPPed in with .23 Points for
917- -3D1' in- We- -nail- iind
remain' ed'en
,
the beilth half the
f•Ww-Nrinit.
-Donnie Freeman 'paced the
Chapparals with 32 points and
Joe Hamilton had 23.
In the ABA Saturday, it was:
Kentucky 107... wall ea;_pins.
burgh 103, Virginia 92; Carolina
•
118, New York 115; -Memphis
.•
IEDUCTIONS ON RIM MURIA'S & MEWS Saf
134, Denver 122, and Dada& 103, __WDAVIDDIOFFIT
independent Florida State State-, Kentucky -et- kerida, -- FlorWans 90.
Missis-,
UPI SpOrts Writer
troll/iced Fast Tennessee State, Tennessee at Georgia,
The defending champion 106-63; Saturday for" its llth sippi at Mississippi State and CYCLONES SUSPEND MACK
- AMES, Iowa ( UPI) -Iowa
ICenhicky Wildcats continue as victory in 13 games.
Notre Darne at Tulane.
the team to beat in Southeastern . Florida State, which won both
SEC scoring Leaders:
State basketball player Gene
GPtiAg Mack has been dropped front
Conference basketball and the the Far Weat Classic and the
defensive-minded
Tennessee Senior Bowl basketball tour- TonyMther,Florida 7 200 28,6 the squad for the rest of the
Vols may be just the team to do nament, has lost this season Ronnie Hogue,Ga. 8 211 26.4 season. Cyclones' coach Maury
it.
only to Hawaii, there -first by Jim Andrews,Ky. 9 215 23.9 John said the action was taken
The 15th-ranked Wildcats (7- forfeit and then in a five-point Bill Newton, LW 8 190 23.8 because Mack missed a pre2) and the Vols ( 6-2) both won innel
Mike Edwards,Tenn8 181 22.6 game meeting before ISV's
their conference openers SaturJohn Fraley, Ga. 8 170 21.3 conference opener against Okladay, but the unranked Vols did
nig week's
WendellHucison,Ala8 164 244_ homa Saturday night.
so in more convincing fashion. 'mooday_Ajanaina at Lotdst.. Tom Parker, Ky. 8 150 18.8
i;
Tennessee rolled over Missis - iin staw-Gaanthcat
Cox, Miss.
9 167 Mt ILL COACH IMPROVES
sippi State 8-3) by an 82-49 Florida at Vanderbilt, Missis- Len
NATIONALLY ADVERTISED *
ki, Ten8 145 18.1
BUFFALO, N.Y. (UPI ;7. margin while Kentucky beat sippi State at Kentucky, MissisBuffalo Sabres coach and
WOMEN'S: NATIRALIZER - LIFE STRIDE - DEXTERS - MISS AMERICA
_gig_ Miss (7-31 by only 93-82. sippi at Tennessee, East TenC Standings - --—
general
manager George
MEWS: ROBLE - PEDWM
.- Fans get a better chance to nessee State at Jacksonville
Conference All Games "Punch" linlach was "respondMake a comparison between and Tulane at The Citadel.
W L, Pet. W LPct. ing favorably" to treatment at
CHILDREN'S: DUSTER BROWN
the two front-rimers tonight
1 0 1,000 7 2 .778 Deaconess Hospital, the NationTuesday - Mercer at Florida Kentucky
ALL SALES FINAL - NO EXCHANGES - NO REFUNDS
when they switch opponents - State.
1 0 top 84 .750 al Hockey League team's
Tennessee
Ole Miss playing at Tennessee 'Wednesday-Louisiana State Florida
2 1 .66T 2 .778 physician said Sunday. The 53and Mississippi State at Ken- at Memphis State, Georgia Vanderbilt 2 1 .667 7 .700 year-old Indach was stricken
tucky.
21 .667 5 5
Tech at Rice and Manhattan at Auburn
by a heart attack Friday whileIn other SEC action- tonight: South Carolina.
Mississippi 11 .500-7
working at the Sabres'office at
Alabama (4-4), a 90-85 winner
11 .500 5 3 .625
Thursday-Friday-No games Georgia
emorial Auditorium.
Over Georgia Tech,• is at scheduled. .
3
.727
Miss.State 1 2 .333 8
Louisiana State (26), which
0 1 .000 4 4 .500
Saturday-Vanderbilt at Ala- Alabama
beat Loyola of-Itew Orleans,
-Auhurn at Louisiana Louisiana St.0 3 .000 2 6 .250
105-88; Georgia(5-3) 80-76 loser
to-Vanderbilt, is M liburn (55), which beat Florida, 79-74;
and Florida (7-2) is at
Vanderbilt 7-3).
-Tennessee, which has only.- a
_lsvoixiiiit loss at Houston and a
nine-point loss at 15th-ranked
(tie) Villanova marring its
By HUBERT- MIZELL
Iowa tackle,Larry Horton put
record, got a 30-point perforAssociated
Press
Sports
Writer
on
a one-man show ef muscle
mance from Mike Edwards
TAMPA, Fie. (AP) - Nine to hike the count to 14-0 when
(22.6 ppg) and 24 points from 6,11 sophomore Len Kosmalski days into 1972, the 1971 college he snothered a pant by Florida
football season finally ended.
A8.24's John champion and
(18.1 ppg)Saturday.
After what may have seemed pounced on the ball in the end
.But the big story, as it
usually is when one speaks of like a million regular keason zone.
John Lanahan of Florida
the Yob, was the defense which contests, a thousand bowls and
,how missi.stppi _mote- to just a hundred all-star games ... State coughed up the next kick0d the error
off" Mir the smiththree field goals and 13 points it's over.
The last straw was the Lions led to the first of twoi field
in the first half. Tennessee,
American Bowl, won Sunday by goals by Tennessee's George
which has only one senior
the
North All-Stars 27-8 before* Hunt, Whosomehow was named
(Stave Ilirschorn) and he
a d133/ans..at.-Tampa_Stltdium pleeekiekaa-for-the North
midm
o ts a stafter,
a national television auThe 17-0 South deficit soon
an average of only 61.4 ppg so dilence. It wasn't exactly a clas- became 24-0 when Bo,James of
far this season.
New Mexico State bobbled the
Kentucky, which lost in sic finish, but it was a finish.
quarterback
Van
North
ensuing
kickoff to start a touchdouble overtime to 5th-ranked
Jerry
Tagge's
backdrive
that was -topped
Brownson,
down
Indiana and was then upset het
days later by Michigan State up man for national champion with Brown's 22yard scamper.
88-yard
Sipe connected six times in
4back in mid-December), had Nebraska, fired an
to Bob
the South's only TI) thrust and
20-plus performances from "
ring Pass
Christ.
son of UCLA and another West wound up sneaking the final
three players Saturday.
Ronnie Lyons, a 5.10 sopho- Coast hero, Jackie Brown of yard. He was named the
'More had 24; 6-11 Jim Stanford, sprinted 72 yards to game's outstanding player and
tAndrews, who took over. at score and spark the favored Brown was acclaimed the best
"1"."‘
for the North,
• I
center ivhen,Tom Payne turned Yankees'
but
rushed
15
times
for
50
kept
throwing,
Brown
The
South
• .pro, had 22; and Tom Parker
even 55 attempts through the yards and Randy Jackson of
had-2.1„
.Bill Newton, a 6-9 senior, air by Brian Sipe of San Diego Wichita- State.gained 20 in six
scored 37 poilits4,9 a pin over State and Steve -Judy of Texas attempts. Vincent led the South
'
-Georgetewn and "3S..against Christian wields:L.-make up for rushers with 111.yards in eight
James made 22 in six.
Loyola as Louisiana"
Male a bagful of first half boo-boos. tries and
Stehle Vincent of RiCe finh-;
There .were two all-star
' finally got into the Win oblumn'•
or the South at the North- games Saturday, the Senior
_thispess,„askaiter six straight
Brown- Bowl at Mobile, Ala., won 26-21
losses. Alabama's Wendell Hud- 12,toe stage for
'Cr°
try. bomb to by the South and the Hula Bevil
son 430.5 ppg) scored 27 points sons
e it 7-0 at Honolulu, won 24-7 by the
Christiansen that
in the Tide's win over Tech (2Forth.
T) and Ron King scored 29 as late in the first period.

By KEN RAPPOPORT

Ky. Stops For Deserved Rest

Service

733-9-999

Sate Begins

_

W114419ts Remain The
Team To Beat In SEC

ADANS-DOESINE utiusug-1611111Avis NAN OFFERS IRASTIC

-5 p.m.
Sate Jan. 15
—BIIINC-rfRIEND; SPLIT-THE SAYINGS!

—

ONE NICKEL

LE

Buy One Pair At The Regular Price...
Select Second Pair of Your Choice for Only 5'
Buy for two different members of the family!
*

--- -

.[Tal

ADAMS SHOE STORE

WEST SIDE MIRE

OPEN FRIDAY NIGHTS

MURRAY, KY
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—__ By BOB GREEN
Associated Press Golf Writer
LOS ANGELES(AP)-"Oh,
I'll go out and chase it around
and try not to hit too many
people," was Dave Hill's laconic assessment of his game plan
for today's 18-hole playoff for
the title and the $25,000 first
prize in the Olen Campbell-Los
Goodman hauled ill 15 strays to
Angeles Open golf tournament.
take honors in that department.
The slim, dark Hill, a sornJunior guard Mark Ferguson times bad boy who has had
flipped in 16 points, two more countless run-ins with golfcenter James dom's
Wells, for Laker scoring dramatic 30-foot birdie putt on
laurels.
the final hole to tie George
Fulton County visits Union Archer and Tommy Aaron at
City, Tenn: Tuesday- -night, the end of 72 holes Sunday and
while the Lakers move , to. _force the extra round..,...
Wingo.
All had 72-hole totals-et 170,
SCORING
14 under par on the 6,823-yard
Calloway (63)-Ferguson 16, Rancho Park
Golf Course. Hill,
Wyatt 5, Howard 10, Wells 14,
the last man to finish, and the
Shelton 11, Stockdale 7.
6-foot-6 Archer each had a fiveFulton Co.(75)-Goodman 18, under-par
66 on the sunny final
Bloodworth 7, Cobb 7, Sheehan
day and Aaron, who sported a
10, Turnbow 13, Croff 11 Wright three-stroke
lead going into the
19.
round; had a 69.
It was the fourth time in as
many years that this tournament -the traditional opening
event on the long, rich pro
--hat IMistr in a playoff.
But it was the first time it will
go to 18 holes on Monday. The
our mistakes so we can Play others had,been sudden death.
better against them the next jt was set up in that fashion
time."
because of television corn"It was a great performance,
and that's What it took to beat
ON-FIFTH N_HL TEAM
a team like Los Angeles," said
DETROIT cel — Right
„Coitello.
*inger Bill Hicke of the Detroit
"I think we were flat and Red.Wings hopes he has found a
didn't play well," said Shar- 'permanent home. Detroit is the
man, "but I give Milwaukee fifth National Hockey League
credit. They were very aggred-- team for Hicke who was the
-first hockey player to join Medsive."
Both coaches agreed that de- ic Alert, a non-profit volunteer
health foundation. for persons
fense was the deciding factor.
with hidden medical problems.
Anothy
key
point
occuriv
• d th•
early in the third
period,
when
Hicke
rittsbpuro
revious
pen
lyv
-pitazedmo
fon.
r

taltaWsly Falls
To Fulton CO.
Calloway County almost
pulled qut a come-from-behind
victory over the Fulton County
Pilots Saturday night. They
couldn't quite hold on though, as
the hosts outlasted them 75-63.
The pilots, 5-4, were torrid
from the free throw line and
foulplagued Calloway County
kept the Pilots an the line
frequently. The winners wound
up hitting 33 of _43 gratis tosses
to the Lakers' total of 15 for
22.
Scottie Wright, with 19 and
Doug ,Goodman with"13 points
TO BE HONORED AT MURRAY: Seven members of this 193346Southern Intercollegiate Athletic , paced The Pilots, who
Association championship team at Murray State University are expected to be among the former
outrebounded Calipway
players to be honored Jan. 15 at the Murray State-Morehead game. Left to right, the players are:
2 Floyd (Red) ) Burdette, Wilford (Bake) Baker, Paul (Sad) Fowler, James (Sunny) Phillips,
Clarence (Uncle Sam) Butler, Louis (Lulu) Graham, Wilms (Green Fly) Keifer, Willard (Mutt)
Carroll and Eldridge (Slim) lleKeel. Bourke (Little Man) Mantle, also a member of the championshipsquad, is not shown in this 1336 photograph. Members of the 1131,1137, and 1933squads will
honored during-halftime activities at the Jan.I5 game.

oday's Playoff

mitments, and neither 'Aaron
nor.'Archer knew about it bs
forehand.
The playoff was scheduled to
start at 2:10 p.m. (EST) with
national television (CBS-TV)
scheduled from 5-6 p.m. All
three playoff partidpants said
they would have preferred a
sudden death affair.
The winner will get $25,000

and the other two $11,575 each
regardless of their score. Each
will get another $5,000 from
television. Archer has a 2-2 career playoff record. Aaron 1-2
and Hill 3-1.
It was a three-man race all
the way with Chris Blocker finishing alone in fourth at 275,
five strokes back. BobRhAb.Ur8
and Hale Irwin tied at 276.

gimminiiimmiiiiimoithummulluousaimmiumuumilimuustimminuniiimmita

BITS
By Mike Brandon

Are the Tigers for real' Local fans will Find out tomorrow night
as the Murrayans take their 4-3 record to South Marshall.
Murray looked like a completely different ballclub in their 66-57
win over Hickman County Friday night. The Tigers used a strong
running game in the first half and a tough defense for the whole
game to win the contest in fine fashion.
Just three weeks ago the Tigers struggled to a 49-48 win over the
Falcons in. the Calloway County Tournament opener.
The Tigers received a big bolster when senior guard Thurman
Foster became eligible this semester. Foster played a beautiful
floor game in leading the Tigers to the win. Foster was able to hit_ _
"It's fantastic," said nappy
the open man with quick passes and en several occasions drove to —
Milwaukee Coach 1-MLY___Coribasket for easy points.
tello after his fired-up.Bucks
Another big plus was the performance of junior Dean Willis. In
r
had ended the longest winning
his first start of the season, Willis scored 13 points and provided
4Doli
'
t
streak in professional sports
spark for the tough Tiger defense. Porter and Tyrone McCuLston
history, thrashing the Los Anturned in their finest performances Oil the boards of the season.
'Tile Murray Stale baShettiall All-KIAC in - -'3fik, Ross geles Lakers 120-104. —
Porter grabbed 14 rebounds against the Falcons while brother
teams of 1936, 1937,and 1938 will Magruder, All-SIAA and All.
"I'm just glad we were in a
Tyrone pulled down 13.
t LEXINGTON, Ky. ( AP) - be honored at halftime of the KIAC in '38; and Gene Bland, position to do it," added CosSouth Marshall had a tough time with lowly rated Benton
tello after the Bucks had handi Kentucky basketball coach Murray State-Morehead game, All-SIAA in '38.
Friday night. The Rebels had to fight off a surprising Indian team
Burdette was leading scorer ed the Lakers their First NaAdolph Rupp has been around Saturday, Jan. 15.
--in the final quarter to escape with a 53-45 win. Earlier in the
A reception and a dinner will for all three teams. He had 225 tional Baksetball Association
long enough that innovations
season, the Tigers defeated the Indians by 10 in what was not a
Clon't faze- ehirn- especially also be held in honor of players points in '36, 286 in '37, and 322 in setback since Oct. 31 and
strong showing for Murray. The Rebels also own an 11 point win
on the teams. The reception will '38.
stopped their 33-game victory
when they involve referees.
over.t&
-Likiiiiiiiiralloway County, a team thatthe Tigers beat "
"When I started (he's been at be at 2 p.m.,the dinner at 5 p.m., Mayers expected to attend skein Sunda'.
by .five points.
Lakers' Coach Bill Sharman
Kentucky since 1930), we had Both will be in the Student are Wilford Baker, Burdette,
Friday night the Tigers entertain Fancy Farm. The Golden
.Lakers' nlassive .center, -traa74-Cassaikens‘
ane official mild then thee,made Union Building on the Murray Clarence_Butler,„Carroll, Hugh aly) used the word ."fastastic.".44ew York Cophers defeated a steak Cairo Camelot, Illinois team Friday---Fowl
'
Graham, ..buLin-a-different fashion.- -. -Wik-thamberlaisokgicked- up - Raintessaint9440_ Seats.
`It twor.-=--14U•itT" they're trying State campus
!JAM-8642.
Fourteen players froni the James _Hurley, M McKee1,
played fanstastic for two his fourth personal foul. After
•
three," Rupp said. The problem
_ comes when one of them sees a teams have made reservations Bourke Mantle,' James Mit- -1 and a half months," he said, that,ICareem Abdul-Jabbar, the
foul but doesn't call it because ,to attend as well as John Miller, chell, Walter Murray, and "and it had to end. But I hope Bucks' big center, scored 23 of
-we're stnart enough to learn by his-game-high 39 pointe. Jabber
he thinks it is in another of- freshman coach during that Phillips.
,
atalflnishedwith2orebounds.
ficiars wrteamsabe might -period, •and Mrs. Carlisle
Cutellin, Wide* or ttrath
e -chamberlain, Who- never-offend him. .
Carlisle Cutchin.
has fouled-out of a high school
"Why we could end up with
The three teams had a
college -or pro game, had.only
live—officials_ an we wouldn't combined record of 72-9. The '36
15 points and 12 rebounds.
do any better," the veteran team was 23-2 and champion of
d anwe daft—Raft
tter
l'in asha,„saimed
b
;
coach said.
the Southern Intercollegiate
embarrassed
.In an experiment, three offi- Athletic Agaociation, the '37
-Chamberlaincials worked -Kentucky's 9342 team was 22-3,and the '38 team By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS tionships With players and
Meanwhile, in the NBA,
3vin over Mississippi Saturday was 27-4 and placed third in&the
"How can a team have con- coaches.
The new lodge for Senior Citizens at 1505 Stadion View Drive in Murray, Ky.,,is now
'timore Beat Phoenix 109-103,
night and three refetess will be tournament conducted by the fidence in a man who everyday
Carson appeared for 36 min- rOolden State edged Houston
" ready for occupancy.
tried "durinf tonight's gan
utes during a 5'1-hour session 113-112, Chicago defeated CMOur goaiis to provide this area with the best possible care for ambulatory senior citizens.
National Association of In- is on trial for his life?"
against Mississippi State.
Bitter and emotionally called by the board and later cinnati 108-104 in overtime, DeOur rates are less than $7.00 a day for semi-private accomodatious.
tercollegiate Basketball. Each
He looked at the video tape of the three was beaten only shaken, Bud Carson exploded stated: "I did not see any re- tfoit downed Buffalo 101-96, and
This price includes; three balanced meals a day, maid service, cleaulinens, comfortable
rerun of the Mississippi game once in regular season play.
hi bad feelings after losing the port."
living quarters,color T.V.,social activities and religious services.
Seattle topped Boston 125-119.
and then at the films the next
Carson, who compiled a 27-V
We take care of the ordering and dispensing of the medicines, call your personal physician
James Phillips was captain of football coaching job at GeorJack Mann's 28 picots paced
day and each time noticed some the '36 team, Willard Carroll gia Tech.
won-lost record in five years as Baltimore's streaking Bullets to
or drug store when needed.
errors by the referees.
Since we are Just open, a choice of rooms and accomodations is now available. Please
Carson's expulsion came dur- Tees's fourth football coach, Their sixth straight victory.
captain of Ute '37 team, and
"Those officials made $100 to Floyd Burdette and Ethridge ing a day of otherwise happy said he-feltn trial" during . Cars= Ruaaeil, who-hit a key- -- _ contact meat--the Fern Terrace Lodge. 753-7109.
$125 for working for 40 minutes. McKeel, co-captains of the '38 activity as three new coaches this past 6-5 season
three-point play with 51 seconds
That's as much as a surgeon team.
were named Saturday-Al Con"I don't disagree with Tech's remaining, 'fired in 31 points
makes and they lietift-SitpKeerwes nalited to the All- over at Rice; Cal Stoll at Min- right to fire me," he snapped. and Nate Thurmond and Jeff
MONA -PUIUXIM RN. ADMINISTRATOR
potent-fake-irr
-dis7, rdiatigr
-ee With The man- Mullins each scored 25 points,
nesota anci-Toin War at
NAIB team-V
Turning to his players, Rupp SIAA team in '37 and '31-and to Wake Forest.
ner in which it was done. I still pacing the Warriors; triumph
called .1-foot-10 Ronnie _Lyme; the
Carson said he was not only_ don't know whatcharges were over Houston.
AU-Kentucky
-In"the fellow who saved the day tercollegiate Athletic Con- hurt by his dismissal, but also made."
---- --------Chicago's Chet Walker hit
for us." It was Lyons' deadly. ference team ih '36,'37 and
A different einolion, one of seven of his game-high 33
puzzled.
outside shooting tfiat found the Blwdette was All-SIAA in. '37
"I don't even know why I'm happiness, was expressed by points in overtime, helping the
. key to the Ole Miss zone after and '38 and All-KIAC in '31 being fired," he told a gather- Harper. He said he was "tick!
. Bulls hand Cincinnati its 14th
•(
:--the Rebels had taken a 44-43 Other all-star players oe tbe ing of newsmen at Atlanta. "I led pink" to get the Wake For- straight setback, three short of
halftime lead.
teams were Phillips, All-SIAA guess I don't Part my hair right eat job.
the league record.
Lyons got 11 of 21 from the and All-KIAC in '36; Louis or have the right image."
"I have a feeling for the
Jimmy Walker of Detroit
field and led Kentucky with 24 Graham and Willard Carroll,
Athletic Director Bobby players and I believe they have pumped in 35 points as the Pis•
points. Jim Andrews added M
Dodd, who made no recommen- a feeling for me," said Harper, tons saddled Buffalo with its
for the Wildcats and Tom Park- CANCEL SKI CONTEST
dation on whether Carson who had been a staff member 13th loss in 14 games.
IRON MOUNTAIN, Mich.
er had 21.
should be retained, formally for three years and moved up
Seattle survived an 18-point
UPI) - Brisk crosswinds
Mississippi was led by Fred
submitted his own resignation. when Stoll resigned to take the fourth-quarter outburst by Bosforcedellation
Sunday of But the athletic
Cox, a ?Ago/ sophomore pivot,
According to national statistics, one pee
ton's John Havlicek in holding
board refused Minnesota position.
of the to accept
son out of every seven will require
man, who dropped in 19 points. the send
Conover moved up from an off the Celtics. The Superit and instructed
hospital treatment this year. HospitalizaRupp said he expects Pills- Olympic team ski jump elimin- Dodd to begin searching for a assistant's job to the head spot Sonics' Spencer Haywood led
tion is not somethies you can plan on
siesippi State to start in -a man- ation tournament at Pine new coach.
at Rice while Assistant Athletic ill scorers with 33 points, one
But it isSomething you can plan for By
Tor-man --defense and thin Mountain slide. No new trial
Earlier in the week, acting Director Red Bale.was boosted more than Boston's Jo Jo
enrolling in the Kentucky Blue'CrosstV
round
was
scheduled
but
the
switch to a 2-3 zone. He said he
university President James E. to Athletic Director.
White.
and Blue Shields health_profection pro- •
oxpects State to try to get An- Competitive. selection 'for the Boyd said he was reviewirk a
gram, you're assured of having quality
• The 48-year-old -Stolle who reIn the NBA Saturday, it was:
five
beeths-on
the
U.S.
Olympic
health care protection to. help meet
.irews to come out from the
report submitted by "promi- signed his Wake Forest Pont Buffalo 97, Cincinnati 87; Chitoday s health care costs.
!utsket to cut down on his re- team will conclude at Westby, nent alumni" that listed com- Friday, promised to start bui4d---eage--H-97New-Yeek-1811-i--Italti-Wis., and Leavenworth, Wash.,
bounding.
plaints about Carsons's rela- ing a strong foundation for the More 110, Atlanta 102; Philathat pay from $25 to $40 a day for your
on the next two weekends.
future at Minnesota: "I intend delphia 130 Phoenix 119; Milhospital room, plus comprehensive beneto surround.'myself with a good waukee 135, Detroit 119; Portfits that pay in full for_all covered hospital
4aad-428„,oevelaiv4-_402,___and
_staff and work hard. The hard-services Blue-Shreld has two plans: one
Blue Cross and Blue Shield
otn are
n the
los
that provides up -to $270, and one that
stindars
cr -5-V-which mat
en I work, the luckier I get."
r balth
Golden State 128, Boston 106.
provides-up tó-5405 for surgical expense.
care plans are measured For eligrbie
both include -in-hospital medical. x-ray
individuals and families nOt covered
OVERLAND WINS RACE
and anesthesia -allowances.
under an employee group plan you can
MT.SNOW, Vt.(UPI) -Terje
With comprehensive Blue Cross and .
select the right plan for you
Overland, 26, Boulder, Col.,
Blue Shield, Schedule C or D. you are
There is a program-for college students
won the slalom in the $20,000
eligible to apply for additional protection
growing families (include% Maternity
Oldsmobile Cup professional ski
available through the Extended Benefits
benefits) even a plan for those over BS
races Sunday. The victory was
Endorsement Tt)is -Endorsement- :adds
that supplements health expOnses not
• and increases specified benefits out-ofcovered under Medicare Send today for
worth $2,500 to Overland.
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UNDER SUPERVISION
CHICAOUTUPI1-Ron Smith7V-=1-a defensive halfback for the
Chicago Bears, was placed
under one-year's col rt supervision ThurSday for allegedly
attempting to pull a Chicago
policeman from a car,.
Smith, 28, was: accused of
trying to yank patrolman
Robert CraPia from a parked
car Oct. 19

at
•11/

COLONIAL HOUSE
SMORGASBORD
We will be opEN for business
as usual

•

TUESDAY,
JANUARY 11th, 1972

Former Georgia Tech football
coach Bud Carson wears e
solemn expression as he meets
the press_ following his
dismissal. It was the first firing
of a head coach In Tech's 31
ytar football history
(AP wirephetei

ENTER GAMES
Hill
NEW YORK UPI
of Arkansas and Marcus
Walker of the University of
Colorado, the world's top
hurdlers in 1970, have entered
the 65th Wanamaker Millrose
Games at Madison Square
•
Garden on Jan. 28.

-- --the-hospiial, during hospitalikation and
following hospitalization.
'
_

details of the plans that fit your needs
No obligation —No salesman will call

Kentucky
BLUE CROSS t and BLUE SMELLY'
Blue Cross and Blue Shield, 3101 Bardstown Road, Louisville, Kentucky 40205
Please Send information on becoming a member of Blue Cross and alspe Shield I
understand there is no obligation on my part nor will any salesman call on me (Please
check the items below that apply to you )
I am 064 years of age or under.
065 years of age or over
0A college student
nterested in forming a group
I am. A Blue Cross and Blue reld met-Aber, Certificate No
•
- 9 '
. Li) Interested in pgrading benefits, under age 65
fJ Reaching 1
Li) Getting married
Name--•
Address

City

State

21

Business name and addresS
MLT 112
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CPA Describes Deductions For Contribudons- &-flealtit Costs
points out that organizations
qualified to .ree•ive contaxare
that
tributions
Society of Certified Public. deductible. Kenneth flunger, deductible to the donors are
Accountants offering advice ea president of The Kentucky listed by the Internal Revenue
listed
and
filing 1971 Federal Income Tax Society of Certified Public Service,
Accountants, has suggestions in -organizations, when soliciting
Returns.
contributions, are quick to
Many taxpayers, in com- both areas.
publicize their status.
Taking contributions first, he
puting their deductions for
contributions and medical
expenses, have difficulty in
are
which
determining

(Editor's Note: This is the
fifth of a series of articles
prepared by

The Kentucky

In general, Mr. Bunger says,
qualified organizations are
domestic, non-profit groups
engaged solely in charitable,
religious or educational activities, or which work on behalf
of veterans, prevention of
cruelty toerhildren or animals

- ••
* Ledger & Times TV Schedule for MondarEvenum *
CH. s
WLAC
i:30 Dead-Alive'
6 30 Dragnet
7.10 Funny Sidi 7:00.Gunsrnoir
8.30 Hope Special. LOILLucy
8:30. Doris Day''
9 30 Scene
9:00.SOnny 8.cner
10.N flews
10:00.Nesvs
JOAO Tonight
10:30 Movie
CS a
WSM

CH. 3
WSIL
6:00 Hews
430 Sherman
7:110 Special
8:00 Movie
_.
90:30 Movie,

_

CH. 29
CH. 1/
CS. B
woxn
WSIX
Kays
WPSD
6:00
Movie
6:30.Dr. S. Locke 7:27
630 Circa*
6 30 G. Acres
News
7:00.Gunsmoke
700 Laugh-inrlo
7:30 Theater 21
8:00.Lucy
,e:N
11.00 Movie
.
9:35 Weather
11:30.0orts Day
*10.00 NeWS- `-----mtgg-mare
Cher 940 News
111:811 Basketball .9:00.Sonny & ______0_43 Harvey
10.30 TOWSON
-...40.80...atefteg__
--HISI-Covert
--1L
700 Crest. Fear
03:30.Griffin
141:30 Movie
12:00 Sports
.-

If you're.playing a word association game and someone
causes'.
says "closet.', do you counter
Again speaking in general
with "musty?" If so, you probof
types
the
lists
he
terms,
ably need some louver doors
not
are
contributions that
No matter how clean your
deductible as those to: in- closets, they tend to get a
musty smell unless air can
dividuals, however deserving
circulate through them. That's
they mas be; organizations that,
where the louver doors come
engage substantially- In lob- in. Local building supply cenor
candidates
bying; political
ters carry stock louver doors
organizations;, professional made of ponderosa pine. They
organizations or labor unions are ideal for closets because
air circulates between the-lou(although dues to such groups
vers, drying out moisture and
may be deductible as business preventing that musty smell.
fraternal
or
social
expenses);
They also add a distinctive deorganizations; and groups that sign feature to your room.
There's a choice of styles:
provide a product or service in

or certain other public welfare

the

return for
44080gatentstaxcess-Oi-1 percent
except ortTliiit
of adjusted gross income are
contribution in excess of value
deductible.
received.
Half the colrof:premium of
Deductions for contributions
are
tau-ranee
are generally 'limited to 50
to
$150.
up
-deductible
adjusted
percent of the donor's
Premiums paid in excess of $150
income, a limit
medical
to reach. are added to other
to the 3 persubject
expenses
-for
Contributionr"in-kind"
cent exclusion. Any health
example, used clothing or
insurance benefits received
"thrift
a.
)o
donated
furniture
sub-'
a 'Miring the year must be
by
conducted
shop"
tracted from medical expenses
charitable
being deducted.
deducted at their fair
be
- The coat of trivet for medical
market Value, the CPA official
reasons, other than,meals and
says.
lodging, are deductible if the
--ANani-ebaut-easiributians...ALL hip-Is required•for• a-specific
Which no .records were kept-- ailment, according to Mr.

--partwr-lbr

9:45 Devotional
6:00 Sun. Sem.
4:30 Break. Show 10:00 Movie
11:50 Sewing
7:00 News
12:00 Gourmet
1:00 Kangaroo
12:30 3 Match
11:00 Lucy
1:00 Movie
9:30 Hillbillies
311:00 Fam. Affair 2:57 News
3:00 movie Gaini.'
419t30 Love-Life
11:00 Where Heart 3:30 hactibie
11:25 News
4:00 BOZO
11:30 Search
5:00 Death valley.
Pic.
12:00 Farm
5:30 Stan Goon ---12:05 News
5:57 News
12:20 Weather
6:00 Movie
12:30 World Turns
___ r:27 News
--7
iding Ptrjit 1-Zegift
Gutl
ilil
l0 LCL
sst:rd s
ae
Pil
3:00 S)
ra s
Somerset
Secretwa Storm
S".111-24311P
3:00-SO
2:00 -Gai4d'
errF
a _spts,-14-43111
ilYb
we
25 M
;:11.
ill Car--'"
4;°014 CI4jelitws
eathr
9:
2:00 Sec. Storm
.]
6:30 MOd Squad
3:30 Love Am.
2:30 Edge of Night 3:30 Popeye
1:40 News
.
5:30 News
2:30 Edge-Night
Jeannie
7.30 Movie
4:00
Gilligan
small donations made in cash? Banger. A doctor-prescribed a
4:00
Pyle
Gomer
3:00
10:00 Creat Feat.
News
.
900 Marcus W0lby 600
4:30 Dan Boone 4:30 Green Acres- 3:00 Lassie
-.
ft:311 Gilligan
10:30 Movie
The IRS, says Mr. Banger, lets trip to Arizona for relief of asth911:30 Sorge
Virginian
4:00
l0:43 News
Beset
5110
530 News
MOO _Sports
-C-ff--WIti.
30- -Side --itirregional offices set their-cows
:113 Cavett
4:00 AittPrOtit.----1'.3o mews _w_uia - or hay fever would be
3:25 MIMS
4:00 Mows
1:30 Nat News
.'
-PWI
arn
630 -0.6:30 Mod SqVild."guidelines as to how much
6:30.Sarge
1:30 Chang. Scene 6:00 Maws
deductible, for example, but
7:30.HaWall 5-0
6:30 Campbell
7:00.Man Is My 7'30 Movie
10:00 News
allow for undocumented con- such a trip taken simply
9:00 Welby, M.D. 8:30.Cannon
7:30 Hawaii 5-0
Name
10:30 Tonight
9:30.Buck Owens
tributions. In some areas this because Arizona.has a healthy
10:00 High
8:30 Connor.
8:30.NIchois
10:00.News
Chaparral
0:30 Woods waters 9:30 Dragnet
runs to one dollar per week for climate would not.
10:30:Griffin
10:00 New's
11:00,..‘ ANew_...6
- --10.130-Alaws
- ----4church collection plate and
VITT
a
%.
In additionliI
JV
:
11
-_10:30 Movie
riynight
10:30 ,
50 cents a week for all other dentists' bills, all Prosthetic

11:30 LaLanne .
9:00 The Hour
10:00 USDA
1030 That Girl
e
11:00 Bwitched
11:30 Password
Wilk) My Child.
Make-Deal
1230
:
100 Newlyweds
130 Dating
200 Gen.
230 One Lift
3:1110 Love Am.'
_
3:30 Matinee

How.

6:30 McCoys
7:00 Today
5:45 Journal
6 00 Mor
7:00 Bozo
6:40 News
9:00 Dinah
7.00 Today
8:30 Romper
9:30 Concent.
1 6:30 WVille • AM
9.00 Dinah
10:00 Sale Cen. 09:00 Laity
kern.
9:30 Concen. -- - 7:55 Icttc.
9:30 Hillbillies
10:30 Squares
10:00 Sale-Ceri.- 11:00 Kangaroo
10:00 Mee.Gattla
Tell-Truth
11:00
11:00 Jellipardy
10: 30 Squares
10:30 That Girl
11:30 W-W•W
11:90 Jeopardy . 9:30 Toe C
- -r11:30
11:55 News '
10:00 Fem. Affair
11:30 WWW
11:00 Bewitched
of
Love
Life
10:30
News
12:00
12:00 Noon
11:30 Flipper
12:15 Pastor
1:00 Our Lives
11:00 Rear, is
12:00 My Child
11:30 Search
12:30 Romp.
Doctors
Makti.Dial
12:30
1.411 An. Weriti--12:61 Sinsina_Call.___31:35_Caiandar
1:00 Newlywedi
1:00 Lives
12:23 News
2:30 Promise
1:30 Dating
12:30 World Turns
1:30 Doctors
3:00 Somerset
2:00 Gen. Hose.
2:00 World
1:10 Love Is
- 130 Virginian

few

gross
taxpayers are likely

organization-may

1:30

&kora' afir

PEANUTS
IF !CV

taW111", BlIT DON'T

OP

giOUR EqES, LOLL
THE'OW 60 &AY?

d,
itglittowayrition,
ifV/eljagatia 411

jamsisiczatn;i
1
RMINI1.01
• ooli
- up, Is

contributions, a total of $78 for .devices such as dentures,'eyethe year.. There is nothing glasses and. hearing aids are
automatic about this allowance, deductible, as are talmratory
however, and if the IRS agent fees and special household
has reason to question the fl- equipment required for medical

figure as excessive he

eon and

will.

/.

As for medical and dental

ar
i;Zar
2
.
t
ia
OlfistrAillNtrums
gurrinageterliii
ffiesivimmi Reel

WI-I'( DO You HAVE
ITU STRAiGHTEN
!TOUT NOW ?

hTh
.1111

•-austwil•••••:...

to glide open without requiring
any swing space at all. ,

bifold doors that move easily
on tracks and take up very little floor space, or standard
louver doors, either wide or
narrow, that can be hinged to
swing open or hung on tracks

For , a wide closet opening,
two or diree louver doors cfn
be hung on tracks to glide 'by
each other: on a narrow opening, • single louver door can
be a "pocket door" that glides
on a track into a pocket in the
wall.

PEPOLE IN PERIL
DEYDON, England (UPI /Police are on the lookout for
thieves who have been stealing
the drain covers from sewers in

Some louver doors have solid panels in the lower section;
others are fully 10 w•r e d

East Anglia. Hundreds have
been taken so far.
"The thefts are putting
people in country areas in peril
when they walk home at night,"

dusk comThe widgeon, a dk
mon to die -Midwest, is often
'ailed the "baldpate" because
of a white patch on its bead.

a police,spokesman laid..

contributions,

medical

for Tuesdiy
Ledger_ & Times TV Schedule

PACE SI

Louyer Doors Keep Closets Dry and Airy

expenses, Mr. rAtgiliqr... sass
These are deductible only to the
'extent that they -exceed 3 percent of the taxpayer's adjusted
gross income. Drugs and

reasons.
Is the cost of contraceptive
pills deductible? Only says Mr.
Bunger, if prescribed, by a
taxpa_yer's doetor because a
specific 11lim00 or condition
would Calige pregnancy to be.
threat.te lief life or health.

Answer to Saturday's Puzzle

Crossword Puzzle
_-„_ DOWN

ACROSS

-C.tooY 401404,5
-t strobe 2 Portueuese
postscript
(abbr.)
Southwest
6 Supporting
Africa
piece
Preposition
11 Hooded •
4 Overlay with
jacket
asphot
13 'Woolly
5 Distorts
15 Football
position (abbr.) 6 Exploded
I Tattered cloth
16 Mean
8 141W"' •
la Exclamation
9 99mb°1 kr.
19 HYtothet/Cal
calcium
force
10 Designating
21 Female sheep
groups of races
WU_
22 Departed-7-12 SU1110c1
Diner
14
of
24 Word
'
17 Check
sorrow.
Wiest
20
26 Location
78--r„piri
,24'Coniunction
29 VI, Claus
25 Walk
31 Roman tyrant
27 Gnat Ulm
33 Symbol for
chromium'
3
34 .1.1ilita_Toap...
30 ilottst 11
3a Note of scale
40 Splendor
15
42 Russian
-•
stockade
F19
45 An lo.Saxon
47 Small valley
49 Spoken
50 Sicilian
volcano
52 Deities
54 Teutonic deity
55 Quiet!
56 Three-pronged
" spear
59 Symbol for
tantalum •
61 Mohammedan
ruler
63 Principally
65 Way
66 Symbol for
silver'
6.Organ of sight

-

00M0
8000
OOMMOO unman
0M ODOMOOM OM
MOO UMOUO MOM
MOMM 000 M000
000MM 00MOU
DOD
MOM
OMMOM 130000
DOM 00O MME10
rino OMMOD OMO
OM UOMOMMO MO
OBOUOD MOW=
MOO
OMOM

Vala

$75.0
$85.0
$95.0
$110.
$140.
$150.

10

46 Indefinite article
30 Footless
•
32-Preposition • • 4$ Dropsy:
51 Aleutian island 36 Suppose
tooth
Projecting
53
weed
37 Biblical
57 Rodent
38 -Clayey earth
•--3(k-filabesidazais..fl..._....L_____ _60'Affirmative vote
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The quickest way to put yourself in
to make a killing-in the,
the money
market. You may like the idea ,of
making money, but if you're not much
of a financier,this quick method is out.
We at the Extraordinary Bank are
financiers. Good ones., With wise investing and a lot of hard work, we've
turned a pretty penny for those who
save with us. Especially for those
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Our 5+5 Certificates are issued for
3,6, or
12 months and
are
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per annum interest.
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That is how our, Certificates of
Deposit can put you in the money. And
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banned? .
- Radicals should-bepaper

-old son had a term
ghost do it w.41,14tit NS coolant.
- By EAIMER-WiTER
Mrs.J.R.
- written for him. He had to have
--Copley News Service
Dear Mrs. J. R.: -this cpe
paridto get hints
Dear Father Lester_____
By nature, the governmental • •
dearly cash for
Do colleges have a right to
relationship
between husband
it.
_
ban
the left-wing Students for 'a
Beach,
By FRANK MACOMBER
Alb? ID. rioting, theTairPeasibility such
14e
told me eVeryhody does and wife is not a democracy but
Democratic
Society
from
their
are
Democraticplanners
measures
will
be
necessary.
Copley News Service
an aristocracy. Each has a
The request for riot control campuses? Or do they have a this and they don't waste their different work; each honors the
moving to block "spontaneous
time
researching
and
writing.
duty
•
to
allow
all
ideas
t0.
SAN DIEGO-As convention demonstrations" on the con- equipment and weapons inI thought they had time to do talents of the other - the
year arrives, the Republican vention floor and to limit eludes such items as 5,000 sets disseminate freely?
these papers while in school. supremacy of the other in his
Thei
Supreme
Court
will
be
seconding
.of
plastic
.and
handcuffs;
1,000
nominating
planners are achieving most of
And, besides, aren't they own sphere; and each satisfies
the goola_lhe critics said speeches to 15 minutes for all plastic, nonchip batons or deciding the Ls'nu' soon, but I
cheating
if they fake their. the needs ot_ft other by
•
would
like
your
thought.
-9.-clubs; 157 helmets with face
-couldn't-1)e- accomplished by combined.
contributing to the common
Leo M. authorship?
L
If the Republican convention shield and neck guard; 157 gas
the day the GOP national
store.
Dear
Leo:
greater
'masks
with
boxes
atproblem
voice
has
any
single
cinclave rolls around next Aug.
Ordinarily,
the
husband's
Colleges have a duty to help Dear Mrs. C.:
21: And there
are more than that confronting the _tatted; 12 body armor flak
A term paper is an exercise- sphere is that of the provider
suitsf 300 gtettade launchers; lead students to the knowledge
than seven months to got:afore Democrats liext-atinirriet,
in research and writing and I_ and protector. Hence it is in
law enforcement to maintain 100 blast grenades; 100 triple of and love for truth, beauty
gavel time.
demonstration of the studenriC realm to buy,sell and invest for and
the
good.
If
schools
have
no
when
chaser
time
a
grenades;
100
speedsecurity
at
Ronald Fuller, executive
mastery of the subject. that purpose. He may want to
director of the San Diego national leaders will be heat. grenades; 100 baseball standards of their own by Students are given time to dolt rent the family home and lease
which
to
distinguish
truth
from
'grenades; 100 special shotgun
convention host committee, gathered together.
the cars so that he, will have
as part of the course.
Miami Beach-can be shut off rounds of 150 kneeknockers. nontruth, beauty from ugliness,
says what-unce was the chief
Having the paper ghost capital for stock', -lent pur-good
from
bad,
they
are
(The
last
are
troublemakers
weapons
which
to
potential
problem - lack of housing for
written is tantamount to chases, remodeling.,of___the
delegates, convention officials the causeway approaching it fire plastic or wooden pellets to nothing but blind leading the cheating in a
qualifying store, new machinery for the
blind
anti
do
not
deserve
theit
and others - has been solved from the west. Three interstate- hit rioters around the knees and
status as institutions of' examination and unjustly PIant, etc.
with the promise of at least highways - 5,- 8 and 395 - thus disable Or. immobilize
He may consult his wife!!
education. If they have stan- gaining the reward. It is a form
-12,500 rooms. That was the enter San Diego from as many thfsti.).-- before
he buys and sells, but he'.
of
stealing
and
could
do
great
dards
that
are
worth
handing
number the host committee directions. Only on the west is
must have the final word since
harm.
A
medical
student,
for
:down
to
another
generation,
promised and the Republican the city InAreeped by the New concept • .• •
then necessarily they will not instance, who would get his business matters are within his
National Committee said it
illow what is false TO beta-yet_ degree that way without being specialized knowledge and:
file-INEW-V13RIEt
er
threat
the
offset
.
Co
However,
H
could- live with:
changing
space
age
s
o
cietywith
on
an equality with what is true 'properly qualified, could do concern.
The-Pacific Telephone Co. of demonstrations which could its ney life styles is contributA law which would require'
and,
thus, they
will irreparable damage to his
has started work on the vast lead to violence as the ing to a new concept in home
the joint signatures of him
discriminate carefully when..• patients.
Am
at uu
cable system President, members of his - furnishings, says a survey b
his wife.. i such
choosing instructors and -will'
which will link the In- Cabinet and other dignitaries the Latex
matters__-_would unjustly 1Ifri
*
*
'expurgate
the
unfit
even
law
ternational Sports Arena with convene here, a 21-agency
terfere in theartito_cr
., acy
among student. erganizationa,
-the -rei.t of the-world at con- enforcement- coordinatingtrei;as:41titai-enVironaturart-efitio
1
-- -716
Inasmucb as the anarchistic Deer Father Lester:
vention time. There will be committee is working on a nierit,' a complete design packShouldn't wives have equal between husband and wife.
enough.additional phones in the security network covering all age of furniture, -fabrics, wall Students for a Democratic control over the
family's
-Society
advocates
-a
-false
_
• _
arena,--hotels and the-Com-. _-hoses.
'covenrig, lighting-tirOther fur- political-social order arid would property and not be f
que-dient
to -Address all 6
--Cencourse press-center _ The _San_ _Diego Police
Lester-la tare of Copley
• wait until the husbal
-for
er
a city of 30,000 people, Department--rtas only about ing,' a wall unit of molded plas- Use unjust means
Netts Service, P. 0. Box 199,
plus a network of radio and 1,000 officers for a city of more tic that includes just about it, the organization should be they divorce? I'm told that my San Diego, Calif. 92112. Enclose
banned.
husband
has
by
law
the
right
to
and
than 7001000• But before
television communications.
everything from storage space Dear Father Lester:
sell or mortgage our home a stamped, eilleddressed
Five airlines - American, during the convention this force to desk to stereo to bed_
I Jnet covered nty 20-yrk- withotij mysensentjsitItentl't envelope.
Delta,• Natilnai, • United and will be backed up by 300 deputy-,
Western - already are plan- sheriffs, as many California
ning additional sections sin Highway Patrol.officeraas are
existing routes to and from San
needed and agents of the
Diego to accommodate the
Federal Bureau of Inthousands of extra passengers, vestigation and Secret Service. anticipated before, during and
The sheriffs' 'departments
after the
five adjoining counties also
For the first time since the
have pledged their help if it is
wartime year of 1944, when
required. While convention
Thomas E. Dewey was the
officials
discount
the
"G°P-Imeidentiat-it0140190T-7-=,pessihility,- U,S._naval
-Republican planners have
Marine Corps recruit,training
decided to clip a day off the
centers are within' a. few
usual four-day convention and
minutes' drive of the conwincLiLigLi&thettc_sitya-Mal.4. ventian site if
would include two sessions
get out of hand.
each on the first two days and
The San Diego City Council
one the final day.
has asked the Justice DepartMIS timetable wilt be
--Eirw -Enforcement
possible unless unexpected
Assistance Administration for
floor fights develop, for
$920,287 federal grant to help'
example,
alter
the
Alliance MP convention_aacurity
renomination of Vice President
program, estimated to cost at
Spiro Agnew or acceptance of
least $1,250,000.
Abair-a third Of the SecutitY
the Republican platform for the
1972 election campaigns to
kitty
spent to pay
follow the convention. Neither
ficers for overtime dut
is likely.
another third for spec
Robert
M.
Flaniga
convention security training
Aqua. Net & Just Wonderful
chairman of a conveatin
remaining funds far
arrangements subcommittee, law enforcement equipment.
says most Republicans believe
Some of the Police Departpolitical conventions in the past
ment requests for riot control
have been -too long and too
equipment funds sound like
officers anticipate all-out war
The Democrats.who face the __with convention__ _demon:,
specter of an endurance contest
strators. But Police Inspector
Good Thru Jan. 16th
at convention time with their 'J. W. Connote, chief of the
long Cid lid presidential coatconvention police task:force,
,
iSdates, ids* itre-moving-'
says the more precautions
Tegrin Medicated
bobtail their conclave atItliamt taken to control violence and
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$12.47
$25.00
$Z7.50,
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OUTERWEAR
Topcoats
90 percent off
Leather Coats • • • •40 percent off
Rainwear
90 percent off
Suburban Coats &
CPO's• • 40 Percent oft
Leather Pants & Vests
40 percent off

SWEATERS

coons Good

Clip and Save with
Theselaluablitoilpons

Thru
inia_iv-Sumendaaloyao, t
i ai
n.
0.
16
1or

VALUABLE in COUPON

VALUABLE in COUPON c

Hair Spray

VALUABLE

...40 percent off
40 percent off
Turtleneck
40 percent off
Vests
--Pamakrftelmer Cardigank • • •-• •••• 25 percent
off
-

VALUABLE

COUPON

•

•

VY COUPON

Shampoo

DR ESS SHIRTS
$6.50 to ;18.00

35 percent off

SIMULATED DIAMOND JEWELRY
GOOd Thru Jan 16th

VALUABLE gtil COUPON

SPORTSHIRTS &
KNIT SHIRTS

VALUABLE lin COUPON

Long Sleeve Knit Shirts. • 35 percent off
40 percent off
Wool Sport Shirts

;if

Lilt Complete Style Kit
•

Ties, Scarves, Jewelry- - 35-parcent off
Hats35 percent off
Gloves
Robes,Pajamas
Items
Sinoking Jackets ••• • •

Good •Thru Jan. 16th

40 percent off
35 percent off
50 percent off
35 percent off

tprfa

Good -MN.) Jan. 16th

VALUABLE

"IN THE
WAY IN SHOP"

COUPON

VALUABLE

COUPON

('hocks Multiple

Alka-Seltzer

Casual Flare Pants- • 35 percent off
Vests' and Vest Suits..0 percent off
Shirts

•

40 percent off

Good Thru J,n. 16th

JANUARY
SPECIAL!!
A

Selected Group of Shoes By
Johnston & Murphy, Cole Haan,
Bostonian„ Nunn Bush &
Florsheim 25 to 40 percent off

* SPECIAL *

Clairol Lemon Go Ligbdy Spray On

OFF
iwiTn Reg.
DIAMONAIR LU
Price
‘f

• - Emit
Dth)inctive-Apparel For gentkpten and Scholars
311&midway

-

Patioisit, Kenna*

Open FrL Muhl:B[1;30
•
A

M

QUALITY r JEWE RS
Pal*

Tonnossee

16th

VALUABLE

COUPON

VALUABLE in COUPON

THIS WEEK ONLY!
ENTIRE
STOCK

It

Good Thru Jerh

Hair Lightener

Lubricating Lather
Big K's Reg. $.97
With Coupon
Good Thru Jan

16th
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By JEFTCUSHING
Copley News Service
Winter may he a big season
for forced-air beati,ng salesmen
but is a slack time on the used
car lot. Traffic is filativebf
heavy at new car dealerships
what with how sOodels end
-'Tower price& and alLlint
fellow who has rows of older
models to sell is. certainly
;
.
_ looking for business
"I spend most of my time
warming up by the heater,"
moaned one New England
,
salesman as he watched a light
snow drift to the ground outside
his office. "It's kind of tough
for a customer to visualize
himself cruising down a
country road in his convertible
- in the sununer tirne when-Wale
-degrees outside."
Winter or summer,there are
some basic, steps to follow to
insure that you get a-fair'deal
on the car you buy. And while a
dealer may human. willing_

•

- bargain on a cold;rainy night
than on a balmy summer's day, •
- keep in mind that he is out UV
get as much as he can for that
sedan sitting -mr-the-esenar-ofhis lot.
First of aff,-lake up your
mind whit sort of transportation.ypUteant and decide
how niter-y-0U arespend. A fellow with a wife and
three kids may be tempted by
the thought of piloting a Porsche 911-S, b6t a Ford wagon is
probably more down his alley.
In making your decision an

W..1
w.
44 20
Mutual Of Omaha
Jerry's
42 22
All Jersey
41 23
how much to spend' on a car,
Caesar's
39/
1
2 24/
1
2
competent mechanic with-you- Fenton & Hodge
3111
/
2
25/
1
2
check with,the banks and your
once you've found a car you Moose Lodge Ng. 2
credit union if you have one.
Winchester Printing
35
34 t
think you really want. No
3034
Money "Priem." fhictuate, and reputable dealer will mind a Corvette Lanes
Lindsey's
29 35
a bitof shopping could-well pay
28 36
eiweful checkover if--im—has Colonial Bread
25 35
off. Also, don't forget that you confidence in the car. And if he Palace Drive Inn
Parts
Murray
Auto
20
40get cheaper rates for smaller doesn't, you shouldn't either. State Farm Insurance 201,4 ,43/
1
2
amounts and for short-term
401
/2
1
Moose Lodge No. 1
High Team Game
*
Loans: only - - borrow the
Att Jersey
-r —
tifinimum.
All Jersey
Your next stop should be the
Caesar's
" 891
FUEL STOP: If your car is
High Team Game (11C)
bank or a friendly new car
equipped with radial tires, just All Jersey
1032
salesman who can fill you in on
rotate your tires on the same Fenton & Hodge
1025
the price range you can expect
1014
side of the car. Never cross- Caesar's
Team
Series
High
(SC)
to find for a particular model.
mount them; they are not All Jersey
2669
Both the National Automobile
designed to rotate both slays. Fenton & Hodge
2520
Dealers Association's Official
Caesar's
2506
High Team Series (NC)
Used Car Guide and the Kelly
All Jersey
2951
,
Blue Book list the wholesale
Fenton & Hodge
.
2928
and retail prices of virtually
2912
Q. I just bought a new Winchester Printing
High
Ind.
Game
(SC)
every used car on the market.
Volkewagen sedan and am Dennis Goodwin
232-221
If the salesman tells you he'll
ow to dress it up with mag- Marvin Burkett
227
ietyou have sudrand sudr-sr
ParishEd
21
-Wheels,and fat tires:14V
Lyman Dixon,
212
car at 21,099- and yob
Ind. Game (NC)
•
checking your book that the car dealer is willing to sell me the MarvinHigh
Burkett
248
goodies, but I have heard that
IS only worth 81,509 tot*,.1119YIL Volkswagen is very touchy Dennis Goodwin
Bill Peery
240
on down the liz Ind. Series (SC)
The books_ give_!average."_ about modifications and that it Dennis High
Gooclveln
6
doesnl take- nitith to void a Marvin Burkett
J., Lyman Dixon
576
Cars will be worth more, 'plantWalt& true?
some cars
Nigh Ind. Series (NC)
others less. For example, the New Mexico
-6ff
Marvin Burkett
wholesale price of a 1967
Volkswagen has excellent' Suet Henson
— •
Dennis
Goodwin
Camaro with V4 engine, power warranty on their equipment
--1440--avaragea___
steering and automatic
w
---24,000 miles) but Dennis Gagchvin •
1116
mission fluctuates from 2575 it -is"'possible to void the
Tal
an jones
.
151
for one in "rough" condition to guarantee as it is on any car. T.C. Hargrove
Dixon
179
$1,125 for one in usharp" While I have never heard Of any Lyman
175
James Washer
condition. Average retail for
/7
from the In- Steve tier
hares
sine car is

START THE YEAR OFF RIGHT WITH SAVINGS

AT

•
YOUR

ROSES -STORE

CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER — OPEN-9 A.M.-9 P.M. - MON.-SAT.
OPEN 14--M111110AY

.:1401

r.

cording to the December,1971
NADA
„Unlesil you are a pretty fair
weekend mechanic, you are
taking a chance buying any
used car, be it from a private
party or a dealer. But there are
somethings to look for if you
Suspect
a
doctored-up
automobile.
if the carts a...1671-and
you notice a scratch on thi
the
--been
loose-fitting,instrument panels
or crooked gauges — they could.
be telltale signs that the
housing has been tampered
Chicago, Ill.—A free offer of with.
the speedometer reads
special interest to -those w
15,006 miles but the floor, mat
hear but do not understand
and pedals are worn, the
words has been announced by
chances are pretty good that
Be'tone. A non-operating model
the actual mileage is quite a bit
aid
eve
Behone
smallest
of the
higher than indicated.
made will be given absolutely
3 — Look closely along the
free to anyone answering th'
side of the car to check the body
advertisement.
, panels. If they appear wavy
Try it to see how it is worn
and don't quite fit, you can bet
in the privacy of your own
they've been worked on. And a
home without cost or obligation repaired fender or door could
keep,
to
yours
of any kind. It's
be a sign of more serious
free. It weighs less than a third trouble underneath.
df an ounce, and it's all at ear
4 — Check for paint overlevel,in oneunit. No wires lead
,
on chro..Te....IlIou find a
-head.
fromtw,dr to
two-year
-ad-car with a brand:
These models are free, so we new paint job, there's a reason
suggest yeu ivrite for yours for it.
now. Again, we repeat, there is
Cliedt the heater and air._
no cost, and fleas:Falk no oblige conditioner. If they aren't
tion. Write to Dept. 5200„Bel working properly it could coat a
_ toneElectronics Corp..420cW
' bundle to. have them fixed.
- Victoria, Chicago, Ill. 60646.
6— If at all possible, bring

Hearing?

APO*.

stallation of bigger wheels and
tires, it is theoretically possible
t the increased axle load
HELPScould damage the car. The '
NEW YORK (Al') — "Oldersame goes for "extractor people appear to cope better
exhaust" systems which give than younger ones with the isoyou a bit more go power. I'd get lation, loneliness and alienation
a definite answer from your which accompany catastrophic
dealer or the regional illness," says Dr. Leslfe S. Lirepresentative before. in- bow , chief of Geriatric Medistalling such items on your car. cine at Mount Sinai City Hosp..
That-VW warranty is too good ;tal Center at Elmhurst.
.‘
te_pass_np. •
__rfleing older in America,
if healthy, prepares you
*
* *
• airly well for the isolation that
Q. We are a retired couple often comes with a catastrophic
and spend much of our time illness., ihs.remarks were made be'.
touring the United States in our
truck-camper combination. fore's group of 500 professionals
While we were in Southern in the medical, legal, religious
etnia three monthsagothe And soda nerAce fieldaParticiL,
Indshield got pitted in a -Wing hi a symposium winch
sandsto[crn. Now we're back in has just been published by CanWisconsin and wonder if we can cer Care, Inc., entitled "CaHines., in the SeV.
collect from our insurance tastrophic
antics: Critical Issues and
company for the glass Complex Decisions," priced at
replacement although we 83.50 a copy.
didn't report it at the time. F.
M., Wisconsin
CLEVER YOUNG GIRL
A. Your insurance company
BLETCHLEY, England,
has decided to go ahead arrl
AP I — A police detective's
replace your damaged wind- daughter, Angela Williams, 3,
shield, but it is good practice to learned how to track down a
report such things to an in- lost doll — draw a police identisurance agent as quickly as ait-tyPe picture, have it pubthe16-c--Ta pifier7"
- That's what she did when she
Do you have a question about lost her favorite doll, Susie,
rtur car, motorcycle or while shopping with her mothrecreational vehicle?
se, er. Only hours after the crude
drop a line to: Motormayso drawing of Susie appeared in
Zopley News Service, P.O.Bea_ the_paper, someone returned it_
to little Angela.
MO, San Diego, Calif. 92112.•
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Deep tone blossom design on colored background
set the decor for these lovely sheets and pillow
cases plus being stronger than cotton with 50% polyester
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:SOAP

SUAVE
SHAMPOO
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Plastic Bottle
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WINDOW
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HOUSEHOLD PLASTICS
Dozens of useful household ifinis, including Ice
Trays, Glasses, Bowls, Cake Covers and Many More.
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NOTICE

MONDAY-TUESDAY-WEDNESDAY

SERVICES-011TEIRD- _

&PIDIIRS
Ars Poison

TSIIMITSS
fat Yost Home

' FOR RENT

THREE -BEDROOM -trailer,
three miles from Murray on East
side. Phone 753-78560r 7536231
JI3C

* SPECIAL *

FOR SALE

-

When the weather outside
is freightful, our homemade ice cream is still
delightful._ 211 cents & 30
cents, Qt. 71 teats, ts Gal.
1139. TRIANGLE 11111
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Mrs. Hughes
Sister Expires

Miss Magness,..19,Dies In Michigan
Traffic Accident

umphrey...

oist Air

Brings Fog
Into South

Stock Nedra

MONDAY-JANUARY 10, 1972

Mrs. Nina Dill
Passes Away
At Parkview

Depths Of The•
Widely Known

Mrs. Crawford
Succumbs At
Hospital

(Coatinued frees Page 1)
NEW YORK (UPI)-Profit
to endorse his candidacy.
taking weighed on the stock
Kenneth Patchen
Muskie requested President
Mrs. Elizabeth Crouch,
- sister
market through the first two
Miss Rhonda Magness, 18, was
PALO.ALTO, Calif. (AP) of Mrs, Gamble Hughes of killed in an automobile.accident Nixon to use his authority to
hours of trading today.
Kenneth Patchen, 60, a prolific
designate Soviet Jewish refu- - Moist, air brought a
Murray Route, Four, died Friday 'in Detroit.. Mich.
Blue chip aad glamor stocks
Mrs, Nina Dill of Hazel was poet whose works ranged over
thick
gees
to
Israel as eligible for blanket of fog to the South and came under most, pressure, claimed by death Sunday at two
Saturday at five a.m. at the
Slae was the daughter of Mr.
35 years from satire to lyrBeaumont Hospital, Detroit, and Mrs. Bill Magness of De- American assistance. And he East today while showers and which was considered normal in p.m. at the Parkview Con- icism, died Saturday. Patchen, . Mrs. Minnie Parker Crawford
said
that
blacks
and
other
miMich. She was 69 years of age. troit, formerly of Paducah.
thunderstorms stretched from view of- the market's sharp valescent Home in Paditcah. whose many volumes of poetry of 407 North 4th Street, Murray,
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should
be
considered
The deceased was the wife of
the
Central Gulf region to the post-Thanksgiving advance.The She was 82 years of age.
In addition to the parents.
often were self-illustrated, was p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
The late Men Crouch.She was a Miss Magness Is survived by by the next president for "the northeast portion of the nation. Dow Jones industrial average
The Hazel wortuta - was a the recipient of several major
County Hospital. She had been
former- resident of Graves two brotherc Randy Magness highest places in government." _ • A cloudburst hit Meridian, was off more than 5 point at member of the Hazel United awards.
taken to the hospital on Friday,
Rep.Shirley Chisholm of New
County-,-Wfluelhatleiher home and Russell Magness of the
Miss., dumping more than 905.18. Other market indicators Methodist Church.She was born
but had been ill for sometime.
in Detroit, Mich., for a number home; grandparents, Mr. and York, who has been appearing three inches of rain on the town also were in reverse, and April 30, 1889, in Henry.County,
Wesley Ruggles
The Murray woman, age 84,
Mrs. Frey Magness of Tennes- before black organizations, within a six-hour period. declines led advances by Tenn.,and her parents were the 'HOLLYW
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OOD (AP) - Film preceded in death by her
Survivors are two daughters, see, Mr. and Mrs. Ttl c lilt r d women's groups and univer- Chattanooga, Tenn., recorded around 75 issues.
late Mr. and Mrs. James_ Hill. director Wesley Ruggles, 82,
husband, Iley Crawford on
Mrs. Marvin Youngblood and Campbell, Paducah, and Mr. sities throughout the state, nearly an inch and a half of
The news background generMrs. Dill is survived by her who started his movie career in
Monday, JASuary 3 of this year.
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